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Chadwick: Planting
gets late start this year;
excessive moisture cited
Farmers in Calloway County and western Kentucky are finding the going slow when it comes to preparing fields for the 2014
planting season.
Matt Chadwick, extension agent for the University of
Kentucky Extension Office for Agriculture in Murray, said
Thursday that heavy rains this week are further adding to the
delay. Justin Holland of Murray, official observer for the
National Weather Service Office in Paducah, said Wednesday
night's thunderstorm activity averaged about half-an-inch of rain
in Calloway County, but was much heavier near the Marshall
County line.
"According to Doppler radar estimates, the northern third of
Calloway County picked up between one-and-a-half to two inches of rain in those storms," Holland said."And I'd say we'll be
able to add another inch-and-a-half to two inches county-wide
from what is coming in (late Friday night into this morning)."
"When the soil gets saturated, well you have run-off, and that
makes it really tough to get your equipment into the fields,"
Chadwick said, adding another variable to the mix."This winter
has made things tough, too, because the ground was frozen so
long. In fact, at the UK Extension center in Princeton, there was
a measurement performed that showed the soil was frozen nine
inches below the surface. That is quite unusual and means you

•See Page 2

Two suspects wanted for
evening armed robbery
STAFF REPORT
The Murray Police Department is on the lookout for two suspects wanted in connection to an armed robbery at the Campus
Evolution North Apartments Wednesday night.
According to MPD,police responded to a call at about 11 p.m.
while the robbery was still in progress. Police said two black
male suspects allegedly broke into an apartment and brandished
a handgun at the five people inside, demanding money and other
valuables.
During the altercation, three people were injured, but declined
treatment on the scene, MPD reported. One victim did seek
treatment after police had left, the department said.
The suspects reportedly left the scene before police arrived,
but not before taking some money and property. No shots were
fired, MPD officials said Thursday.
Anyone with information about this incident is asked to contact the MPD at 270-753-1621.
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RACERS

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

CUT National
Champions

Friday: Scattered showers
and thunderstorms before 7
a.m. Some of the storms could
be severe and produce heavy
rainfall. Mostly cloudy, then
gradually becoming sunny,

Murray
& CallOWaY Countrs
MMetown hevisaaPer

with a high near 63. West wind
16 to 18 mph, with gusts as
high as 25 mph. Chance of
precipitation is 30 percent.
Friday Night: Mostly clear,
with a low around 37. West
wind 8 to 13 mph becoming
light west northwest after midnight.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 59. North northwest
wind around 7 mph.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 40.
East northeast wind around 6
mph.
Sunday: A 30 percent
chance of showers. Partly
sunny, with a high near 63.
East wind around 7 mph.
Sunday Night: Showers
likely and possibly a thunderstorm.
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KYSER LOUGH For the Ledger
The Murray State men's basketball team won its first ever post-season tournament Thursday night, defeating the Yale
Bulldogs, 65-57, in the Collegelnsider.com Tournament. Almost 5,000 Racer fans packed the CFSB Center for the early
evening game, as Murray State led Yale through most of the night. Above, senior guard Dexter Fields holds the winning trophy above him as he celebrates with his teammates. See more coverage of the Racers' CIT win on page 11.

CASA by the Lakes gears up for annual celebrations
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
Members of the Court Appointed Special
Advocates for Children by the Lakes have
declared this month Child Abuse
Prevention Month, and they have several
events planned to get the word out about
children in need.
CASA by the Lakes Executive Director

Lindsey Harlan said there are several exciting events planned for the remainder of the
month. She said it's important for people to
come out and support the program,
because, not only does it almost entirely
depend on public support for financial reasons, but Harlan said CASA has an effect
on almost everyone in the community in
one way or another.
"Child abuse is a taboo issue, and we try

to present it in different ways to reach different groups and make them aware that
everyone is affected in some way by child
abuse, whether its through their tax dollars —
having to pay for the court system — or even
foster care," Harlan said.
CASA is an organization of volunteers
who speak for children in court and work to

•See Page 2

KET to
screen Leys
documentary
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
After being a fixture in the
University
State
Murray
Department of Art and Design
for 37 years, drawing professor
Dale Leys is being honored
with a Kentucky Education
Television (KET) documentary
about his work.
KET producer Sarah O'Keefe
will be on campus Monday to
host a screening of her short
film, called "Dale Daniel Leys:
Drawing Life," in the Curris
Center Theatre. There will be a
reception with O'Keefe and
Leys at 5:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theatre, and the screening will follow at 6 p.m. A
question-and-answer session

IN See Page 2

JOHN WRIGHT Ledger 8 Times
TRYING TO PROVE THEY'RE THE BEST: Murray State University Sigma Phi Epsilon
members, from left, Andrew Cude, Zach Tkach, Allen Kirk and Tim Cude fight their way
through the tire flip competition of Thursday's Best Racer competition at Hamilton Field on
the MSU campus. This activity was one of several offered to teams consisting of MSU students, faculty and staff as a fundraiser for the Wounded Warrior Project that is hosted annually by the MSU branch of the ROTC
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TRUSTWORTHINESS
Trust is the glue of life.
It's the most essential ingredient
in effective communication.
It's the foundational principle
that holds all relationships
— Stephen Covey
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From Front

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
While the annual Tater Day
festivities are attracting thousands of visitors this weekend
to Benton, another "Tater Day"
will be happening in Murray.
Come Saturday morning, a
semi-tractor trailer will pull
into the Main Street house overseen by the brothers of the
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity at
Murray State University and
inside will be 45,000 pounds of
potatoes. That shipment will
then be divided and distributed
to several agencies and churches in the area.
"We just started talking
among each other and decided
that we would like to do more
activities in the spring," said
Daniel Hughes, a junior from
Murray, who is the chairman of
tfr fraternity's annual food
drive campaign that features a
large collection drive each
November to benefit the
Murray Need Line. "So we just
started contacting a few businesses around town to see what
they had in mind and, along the
way, we learned about a group
called the Society of St.
Andrew which has what is
called a Potato Project. Now
we've got all of these potatoes
coming in and we want to share
them."
Hughes said Need Line is
again a target to benefit and will
be one of three food-pantry
agencies to receive 10,000
pounds each, with agencies in
Mayfield and Marshall County
being the other intended recipi-

ents. The remaining 15,000
pounds will be divided among
other groups, specifically
churches.
"That's a lot of potatoes," said
Murray Need Line Executive
Director Tonia Casey. "I'm
excited, though, because it's
greatly needed right now, and
it's very interesting that this is
happening because I was just
sitting here in the office last
week trying to see what kind of
government
commodities
we've got coming in and trying
to see from a perspective of
how much I could get if I were
a client. Just then, I was chatting with someone and said out
loud,'You know, I wish we had
something like potatoes or
something fresh coming in
here,' and almost at that
moment, I see on my email a
message from Lambda Chi
about their potato project and
asking, 'Could you use any of
them?'
"They are just wonderful.
They're my boys! But I cannot
say enough good things for the
Murray State campus and the
groups there and how they've
helped us for so many years."
Casey said the timing of the
delivery just about cannot be
better.
She said colder-than-normal
winter conditions caused electric bills to skyrocket for her
clients, as well as grocery
prices, meaning something like
potatoes, "are like a luxury to
some of our families."
"We like stepping up for situations like this," Hughes said.

Be Safe, Call Before Digging
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to
be careful when you
begin your planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811 at 811
to have all utility lines
marked in the area in which
you will be digging.
For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.
THIS IS A SUM.IC SE IA sACE ANNOUNCEMENT

place them in safe, permanent
homes. But Harlan said what
volunteers do for children goes
beyond just work in court.
The advocates become a part
of childrens' lives in often some
of the most troubling times for
them. Volunteers often meet
with teachers and advocate,
guiding young people through a
complicated and tricky legal
system.
Harlan said it's critical that the
public support local efforts to
aid those children and one of the
ways CASA is reaching out this
month includes a Shop with
CASA Day Saturday, where
proceeds from Vintage Rose,
Yogurt Your Weigh and Bling it
On will go toward supporting
the advocates.
Harlan also has planned a
Child Abuse Prevention Month
proclamation signing at the
Calloway County Judicial
Center on April 9. Team CASA
is also calling for volunteer help
at its water station during the
Murray Half Marathon on April
12.
The biggest CASA event of
the year is planned for April 14.,
The Friends of CASA Banquet
;MI feature guest speaker Adam
Liff, a well-known advocate
from the Nashville area. The
banquet is themed the "Mad
Hatter's Tea Party," in reference
to the Alice in Wonderland
story.
Harlan said she likes to be
imaginative when coming up
with a theme for the banquet.
"We really enjoy picking
themes that are kid-friendly,"
she said. "While most of our
attendees are adults, it's fun to
kind of stretch the imagination
and pretend that you're actually
invited to the Mad Hatter's Tea
Party."
Tickets are $35 a person and
the deadline for registration is
April 7.
Later in the month on April
24,CASA will host an "Evening
of Chocolate Delight" at the
Murray Woman's Club.
The Kappa Department is selling tickets for the event at $10 a
piece in advance.

By HAI

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
Dale Leys, a drawing professor who has taught at Murray State University for 37 years, critiques the work of student Rebecca Koenig in the drawing lab in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building. Leys will be showcased in an upcoming Kentucky Education Television program that
will screen on campus Monday night.
that even though he wasn't normally comfortable speaking in
public, talking about drawing
Wayne Bates, also provided
From Front
and art with strangers came
O'Keefe with many images of
much more easily to him. He
will also take place after the Ley's work.
teaching at MSU in
began
screening. The reception and
Since Leys wasn't directly
1977, he said.
August
screening are both open to the involved with the making of the
other person I know
"The
only
public.
it
film, he wasn't sure what
one
job his entire life
who's
had
According to the KET web- would turn out to be, but KET
said.
he
my
dad,"
was
site, "Drawing Life" will air at sent him a DVD of the final cut
Leys said he always admired
8:30 p.m. Central time on KET2 of it so he could give his
as part of the "Kentucky Muse" approval. He said he was very his father. Daniel's, lifestyle in
that he would go to work every
series. Among his many pleased by the result.
acheivements, Leys received the
"It turns out they did a 22- day and do woodworking and
Board of Regents minute documentary that dis- weaving in his shop at home in
MSU
Excellence in Teaching Award cusses my drawings from the the evenings.
In addition to the film screenin 2013.
beginnings to current, my teach,
An exhibition called ."A 40- ing here at Murray State and my ing, Leys is also involved in two
Year Retrospective 1973-2013," interests as an artist, along with upcoming exhibitions in town.
ran in October and November at these people who have been in There will be an opening recepthree venues in Paducah — the my life who have had lots of tion from 5-7 p.m. Friday, April
Yeiser Art Center, Ruth Baggett things to say," he said. "That II, in the Robert 0. Miller
Gallery and Maiden Alley was really very flattering to see Conference Center for an exhibition of on-site drawings Leys
Cinema. Leys said that when that and to hear that."
that was about to happen, forLeys said that once KET was has done in several locations
mer MSU art department chair ready to show the documentary, over the years. He said the show
Bob Head spoke to some con- the network made arrangements includes drawings created in
tacts at KET about the show, as with MSU to show the film at Colorado in 2002, more from
well as Leys' art dealer in the Curris Center Theatre. He the American West from 2004
Versailles, Heike Pickett.
said KET has,hosted screenings and 2005,, others doir,in,Italy in
Leys said O'Keefe soon con- in other corumunifies. with ,other 2003,2006 and 2099 and others
tacted him,. and a crew from similar documentaries in the drawn in Prague, Czech
Republic, in the summer of
KET came' to the Yeiser in past.
October to photograph parts of
Leys said he has drawn all his 2013. The show runs through
the show and interview Ruth life and earned his undergradu- April 24.
There is also a show featuring
Baggett, his art dealer in ate degree from the Layton
Paducah, among others. In School of Art in Milwaukee, his students coming up later this
November, O'Keefe came to Wis. and his graduate degree at month at the Clara M. Eagle Art
MSU to intei view Leys and the University of Wisconsin- Gallery on the sixth floor of the
shoot footage of him working in Madison. He said he didn't start Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.
his studio and with him and his out plannning to teach and had he said. Leys said the annual
students in the drawing lab. A planned to be an illustrator. exhibition sponsored by the
press release from MSU said While in school, he became Organization of Murray Art
KET also interviewed retired art more interested in a diverse Students (ONIAS) will have an
professors, current art depart- range of arts like scuplture, opening reception in the gallery
painting. from 6-8 p.m. Friday. April 18,
ment chair Zbynek Smetana and printmaking and
a former student who graduated Because of a speech class he and the show: will be on view
from MSU. Leys' websmaster. took, he eventually also realized through May 7.

From Front
have a lot of moisture built up
down there that has to go somewhere."
Chadwick said recent thawing
of that underground ice has led
to soils becoming very soft and
unable to support heavy equipment. He said he has heard
reports of winter wheat harvests
being as much as two-to-three
weeks behind schedule.
"When that freezing area
thaws, the soil expands and

Interest rates are low and it's the perfect time to refinance or
purchase your first home. We'll work closely with you to create
a personalized mortgage plan that matches your financial goals.
And, for a limited time, you'll even receive a $200 MasterCard'
Gift Card!** when your loan closes. Look no further for the perfect
home loan offer! Ask us how you can take advantage today!

time of year. He did add that this
came after a rather dry January
that was followed by aboveaverage precipitation numbers
in both February and March.
Holland also added a warning
for gardeners. Cold weather is
not quite through with western
Kentucky.
-We've got one more cold
snap coming," he said of a system that could bring frost
toward the middle or end of
next week. "I don't think we're
looking at a big freeze, but this
still could cause some problems
for plants.-
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(270)293-7653
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Voted by her peers
Murray-Calloway County
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actually kind of fluffs up. When
this happens several times,
though, as was the case this
winter, that soil can develop
pores and absorb more and
more water," he said. "When
you have that, it's going to slow
things down significantly.
Hopefully, as the spring goes
on, we'll start warming up more
and the winds will start drying
things out a bit."
Interestingly, this is coming at
a time rainfall has not been
abnormally heavy. In fact,
Holland said the 13.5 inches he
has recorded so far in 2014 is
right at normal readings for this
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Young entrepreneurs
speak at MSU conference
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Witter
Three young entrepreneurs
talked about their experience in
launching their own businesses
at Murray State University's
annual
Entrepreneuship
Conference Thursday.
The event was hosted by the
Arthur J. Bauernfeind College
of Business. Steve Dublin, senior lecturer in the department of
management, marketing and
business administration, said
the conference started five years
ago as a way for students to get
some first-hand advice from
successful entrepreneurs. He
told the attending students he
wanted to invite MSU graduates
who are in their 20s to speak
this year because he thought
current students could easily
relate to them and see that starting a business at a young age is
possible.
The featured speakers were
Jonathan Burdon, Matthew
Barnes and Carey Boggess
Story. Burdon is a 2010 organizational communication graduate. He is the CEO and founder
of SocialCoaster Inc., which specializes in Internet marketing.
Barnes is a 2009 graduate in business with an emphasis in management. He is the founder and president of Bluegrass Computer
Systems, which focuses on hardware sales and services within a
150-mile radius of Murray. Story
is a 2013 agriculture business
graduate. She is the owner of
Carey's, a retail boutique in
Murray specializing in women's
clothing, shoes and accessories.
"What they said is a lot of
things we reinforce in the classes,
but instead of hearing it from
some old guy, hearing it from.
someone about your age out there
doing great things hopefully reinforces it," Dublin told students at
the close of the event. "The
advice that they've given you
today is extremely valuable. ft's
worth thousands of dollars, literally."
Boggess spoke first, saying she
had wanted to own a store since
she was 6 years old and used to
draw floor plans when she was
younger. During her junior year at
MSU, a small building became
available for lease — because

Barnes was moving his business
out of it, coincidentally — and
she decided to make it happen
Although many people questioned the idea of her starting a
business at the age of 21 , she said
she was able to grow enough to
move to a larger building the following year. She said social

media and her attention to customer service has been a critical
component in her success.
Burdon — who Dublin said was
a 2010 semi-finalist for Business
Week Magazine's America's Best
Young Entrepreneur Award —
said he got started with a review
website, which he was tempted to
sell when someone called him
offering to fly him to Orlando,
Fla. and buy the site for $65,000.
Although he considered taking
the money and replacing his barely functional vehicle, a friend
talked him out of it, which later
led to much higher revenues. He
recently launched SocialCoaster
and said he is using Facebook and
Twitter to build a following
instead of trying to compete with
those companies. He, as well as
the two others,told students they
had be extremely passionate
about what they were doing and
must constantly tell themselves
they can't fail so they can keep
pushing forward. At the same
time,they must carefully consider
their decisions and limit themselves to "calculated risk," he
said.
Barnes said that the day he
opened his business, he started
going door to door to spread the
word about his services. He said
entrepreneurs must do whatever
they can to raise money to get
started because banks won't be
interested in giving loans or
extending lines of credit. His
wife, Kayla — who is the vice
president of the company — said
she had to beg the bank where she
was working at the time to extend
a limited line of credit,but Barnes
said he was able to get more and
more credit over time as he
proved that he could run a successful business.
Each of the speakers also
advised against buying things for
pleasure once they started turning
a profit, saying it. was much
smatter to invest that money back
into the business.

Ky. Lawmakers vote to offer
bourbon tax credit for distillers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky has more barrels of
bourbon than it does people and soon those barrels could be
aging tax free.
State lawmakers have voted to
effectively eliminate a tax on
aging barrels of distilled spirits
in a nod to one of the state's signature industries that is quickly
becoming a tourist attraction.
For years, Kentucky distillers
have had to pay a tax every year
for every barrel of bourbon it
has aging in a warehouse - the
only such tax in the country.
Kentucky still manufactures 95
percent of the world's bourbon
because it is home to major corporations that make bourbon in
bulk. But smaller,craft distilleries
have been opening in other states
to avoid Kentucky's bourbon tax,
according to Eric Gregory, president of the Kentucky Distillers'
Association.
"There are more distillers in
downtown Portland than there are
in Kentucky right now," Gregory

said. "Who is to say one of these
startup distillers in a few years
won't be the next Makers Mark or
Woodford Reserve?"
have
Kentucky
distillers
increased their inventories of
aging bourbon to more than 6.9
minion barrels in 2013 from 5.8
million barrels in 1999.
Kentucky tax collections have
more than doubled during that
time, to $13.8 million from $63
million.
But efforts to eliminate the tax
have stalled over the years
because the state relies on those
taxes to pay for public education.
week,
lawmakers
This
approved a tax credit that will
offset the cost of the tax, effectively eliminating it for distillers.
Distillers still pay the tax, and
the money still goes to public
education. But distillers get the
money back in the form of a tax
credit that will eventually
reduce overall state revenues by
$14 million.

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

RACERS WIN: Murray State University Racer fans light up the student section at the CFSB Center Thursday night near half
time as the men's basketball team led the Yale Bulldogs. The Racer men went on to defeat Yale, 65-57.

Hill says familiarity,experience offers edge in jailer's race
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Rodney Hill is like his three opponents in
the Calloway County Jailer's race.
Not only have none of the four held an
elected public office, they have never been
candidates for one. And Hill said he is
learning the ropes about campaigning,
slowly but surely.
He is hoping that what he feels is his main
advantage will eventually find its way into
the spotlight — experience.
"Everybody else in this race is older but
has also retired from other things. For me,
this is my career," said Hill, who, though
the youngest candidate at 38, has worked
at the jail the longest, 16 years."I've been
a deputy there since I was 22 when I started. I knew I wanted to do something in
law enforcement, maybe be a police officer (his goal was to be a Kentucky state
trooper at one point), but I took a job and
I can't leave it.
"I love it there."

By DAVID ESPO
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Republicans call the Supreme
Court's latest ruling on campaign donations a victory for
free speech. Democrats say it's
more like a win for the wealthy.
Either way, it's likely to benefit
the two Major political parties and
their candidates for Congress,
who are now able to seek donations from deep-pocketed contributors who can give more without
running afoul of the law.
The court "has once again
that
Congress
reminded
Americans have a constitutional
First Amendment right to speak
and associate with political candidates and parties of their
choice," Senate Republican
leader Mitch McConnell of
Kentucky said Wednesday after
the court struck down a limit on
the amount donors may give to
candidates, party committees
and political action committees
combined.
He added that the court's ruling makes it clear that it is the
"right of the individual, and not
the prerogative of Congress, to
determine how many candidates

Hill also said he will not try to change the younger years (growing up in Calloway
makeup of the jail, should he be fortunate County), I was curious about what the jail
enough to prevail in the May Democratic was like. I'll admit it; I didn't really know
primary against opponents Eddie Dillon and what all went on there.
Mike Holt, both co-workers of his at the
"I've got that experience now. I know
jail, as well as former Murray Police Chief what works and doesn't work."
Ken Claud. Like Dillon and Holt, he
And what has worked, Hill said, is how
pledges to keep them on staff should he be Hazle has handled business in his tenure.
victorious in the quest to succeed long-time That is why he said he will not hesitate to
call Hazle should an issue arise concerning
Jailer Phil Hazle.
"We're still friends through all of this and how to handle inmates or the jail's finances,
we're going to remain friends and be close where Hazle has established a strong record,
after this is over," Hill said of his co-work- paying off the jail eight years ahead of
ers.."We're a jail family. We've got a lot of schedule.
"I have answered to him for 14 years
good, seasoned employees there who do a
(after being promoted to second shift supergreat job."
Even though it may seem hard for the vising deputy from 3-11 p.m.) on decisions
average citizen to understand, Hill said that I've made, and I've learned from watching
him to do what any reasonable person
family idea applies to the inmates as well.
"When you get that call from someone does," Hill said. "I know I can go to him
who served his time, saying, 'I'm getting anytime, and he has told me that. I asked
married,'or 'I've been clean for 18 months,' him. He said,'You can call me 24/7 if you
that's when you know you're where you have a problem.' That's the kind of impact
on *."
need to be," Hill said. "When I was in my he'd had.11.

Durbin of Illinois, was quick to
and parties to support."
Yet two Senate Democrats inject the ruling into his own
told a news conference the rul- campaign for reelection. In an
ing was another in a string of email from his campaign. the
decisions by a conservative Senate's second-ranking party
court majority that strengthens leader wrote,"Republicans love
the ability of wealthy donors to the judicial dismantling of camhave an impact on politics. "It paign finance laws, because it
advantages wealthy people over disproportionately benefits them
everybody else." Sen. Chuck and their corporate friends."
In particular. Wednesday's
Schumer, D-N.Y.,said.
Sheldon decision voided the overall fedSen.
Said
Whitehouse, D-R.I.,"We see the eral limit on individuals' contriSupreme Court behaving in a butions — $123,200 in 2013
way that would be matched if and 2014, broken down as
the five conservative judges $48,600 to all candidates commade it a strategy to go off and bined and $74,600 to all party
sit in a room by themselves and committees and political action
decide how best to implement committees in total. Limitations
the Republican agenda and then on the amounts a donor may
give an individual candidate or
came out and did it."
The court's 5-4 ruling was a committee remain in effect.
Republicans and Democrats
fresh declaration that many limits
on big-money contributions vio- alike said that on its own, the
late the givers' free-speech rights, decision does not inherently
continuing a steady erosion of the give either major political party
restrictions under Chief Justice an advantage.
Fred Malek, a veteran
John Roberts. The biggest of
those rulings was the 2010 deci- Republican fundraiser, said one
sion in the Citizens United case likely effect would be to widen
that lifted restrictions on inde- the number of competitive
pendent spending by corpora- races, since donors will be free
to spread their money more
tions and labor unions.
widely.
Sen.
Dick
Democrat.
Another
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John Jordan, the CEO of a
California winery and a wealthy
Republican donor,said: "I'll bet
you a lot of money it won't
impact the dynamics of overall
spending. Maybe you can write
more $2,600 checks. But even if
you wrote a check for every race
that still isn't that big."
Wade Randlett, a Californiabased Democratic donor,said he
didn't expect the ruling to have a
great influence on "ideological"
donors who only support members of one party. But he said
contributors seeking to influence specific legislation would
now have an incentive to donate
to a broad range of lawmakers
on a specific committee or
involved with a certain issue.
"You can give to anybody on
both sides who has any relevance over your issue," he said.
Only 646 out of millions of
donors in the election cycle of
2011-12 gave the now-defunct
legal maximum, according to
the Center for Responsive
Politics. The ruling will "mean
there will be much greater
emphasis by the campaigns and
the parties on those dooms with
the biggest checkbooks who can
make those very large contributions," said Bob Biersack, who
works for the Center and is a 30year veteran of the Federal
Election Commission.
Cleta Mitchell, an election
lawyer for Republicans,said the
court's ruling means that various
party committees and candidates no longer will have to vie
for money from the same contributors.
The law permits a donor 19
contribute $5,200 for the 4pijmary and general election combined to any candidate, and if
they gave the maximum, they
could donate only to nine officeseekers before reaching the
$48,600 limit to all federal
office-seekers.
, Similarly, while Republicans
and Democrats in Washington
each maintain a national party
committee, a Senate campaign
corrunittee and a House campaign committee, a donor could
give the maximum allowable
amount to only two of the three
without violating the overall
limitation the court discarded.
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Robert Joseph Heltzel

Obituaries
Sheila Kaye Turner
Sheila Kaye Turner, 53. of Kirksey. Ky., died Tuesday, April I ,
2014 at her home.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Friday. April 4,2014 at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with Jimmy Stom officiating. Burial will follow in Mount Carmel
Cemetery.
She was born July 30, 1960 in Murray, Ky., to
William Lawrence and Lillian Free Lawrence. She
was a member of the Owens Chapel Baptist
Church.
Mrs. Turner is survived by her husband Toby
Turner of Kirksey. They were married Nov. 4,
1995 in Calloway County, Ky. She is also survived
by her mother, Lillian Free Lawrence of Kirksey;
Turner
daughter, Breanna Turner of Kirksey; three sons,
Chris Phillips and wife Amy of Murray, Jonathan Phillips and wife
Mandy of Dexter and Kasey Turner of Kirksey; three sisters,
Darlene Wilkerson and husband Donnie of Murray, Doris Green
and husband Ronnie of Kirksey and Diana Chadwick and husband
Danny of Murray; one brother, Gary Lawrence and wife Joetta of
Kirksey and four grandchildren, Taylor Armstrong, Gage Phillips
and Colby Phillips, all of Murray and Preslee Phillips of Dexter.
She was preceded in death by her father and a sister, Sandra
Lawrence.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Jerry Palmer
Jerry Palmer, 57, of Buchanan Tenn., died Wednesday, April 2,
2014 at his home.
He was born Sept. 12, 1956 in Paris. Tenn., to Leland Lee Palmer
and Ramona Penick Palmer who preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Lisa Valentine Palmer of Buchanan
whom he married Sept. 12, 1981. He is also survived by sisters
Carol Wilke. Gilbertsville and Patsy Palmer and husband Mark
Widmer of Princeton. NJ., his mother-in-law, Judy Valentine of
New Concord, two nieces and one nephew.
He was also preceded in death by a sister, Linda Palmer.
Funeral services will be Saturday, April 5, 2014 at 1 p.m. at the
McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn., with Roger Banks of
VanDyke Church of Christ officiating. Visitation will be Saturday.
April 5.2014 from II a.m. until the funeral hour.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Arthritis
Foundation, 1330 West Peachtree Street, Atlanta, Ga. 30309.
at
left
be
may
condolences
Online
www.mcevoy funeralhome scorn.
McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, is in charge of arrangements.

Robert Joseph Henzel died peacefully at his home in Benton, Ky.,
at the age of 76.
He was the beloved husband of Jane Vogus Heltzel for 56 years
He was the loving father of Michael J. Heltzel and
his son Clay of Cleveland, Tenn.; Jamie and husband Scott Mugg of Kokomo, Ind., and their five
children, Ashley and Jordan Hayes and David,
Sarah and Emily Mugg; and Jody and husband
Tommy LeUng of San Francisco, Calif. and their
daughter Dahlia. He was the brother of George
Heltzel of Waterville. Ohio.
Bob retired from a banking career in Kokomo.
Ind. and moved to Kentucky where he loved fishing on Kentucky Lake with friends and family.
Heitz&
Basketball was another passion when it involved
his granddaughter Ashley. Bob and Jane followed her college career
at Murray State University where she played four years with the
Lady Racers.
Memorial services will be held Friday. April 4, 2014 at 6 p.m. at
the chapel of Collie Funeral Home with Bro. Roger Rice officiating
Visitation will be held between the hours of 5-6 p.m. on Friday.
April 4, 2014 at the funeral home, Benton.
In lieu of flowers, the family would like donations made to
Bridges Outreach, a program that mentors students and connects
them to churches. With two of Bob's children being teachers, this
was his request that the donations be made in his name. Bridges
Outreach, P.O. Box 1186, Kokomo, I nd. 46903 or
Bridgesoutreach.com http://bridgesoutreach.com/>.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton, Ky., is in charge of arrangements.
This is a paid obituary.

The number of times published or the length of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.

Missing Korean War veteran's
remains returned to La Center

La Center, Ky.(AP) - Army the identification.
"It's been hell sometimes, and
Cpl. William F. Day was reported missing in North Korea on good other times," Shonrock
said of the long process. "And
Dec. 2, 1950.
Nearly 64 years later, his then it's been hell again because
remains have been brought you have to deal with the government, and you sit there and
home to Kentucky.
Gloria hurry up and wait."
daughter,
Day's
Although the search was diffiShonrock. was only four years
old when her father went miss- cult, an unexpected benefit was
Lubie Treas
ing. Although her mother rarely that military officials helped
Lubie Treas, 81. of Murray, Ky., formerly of Nashville. Tenn., talked about Day. Shonrock still Shonrock connect with relatives
died Thursday. April 3, 2014 at his home.
felt his absence, the Paducah on her father's side of the family.
He worked for Gulf Oil Company as a pump and tank mechanic Sun reported.
"I had an aunt in Washington,
until it was bought by BP Oil where he continued to work until his
"I'd sit at the recess and cry and I had this aunt and uncle
retirement. He was an Army veteran and a member of the Church of because I wanted my daddy. here in Kentucky," Shonrock
Christ.
and, you know, you grow out of said. "And I've been here many
He was born in Calloway County, Ky., on May that, but you still want your times to see them."
31, 1932 to Johney and Vera Ivy Treas who pre- dad," she said.
Day's remains were flown to
ceded him in death. He was also preceded in death
She began searching in earnest Nashville on Wednesday, where
by three brothers and three sisters.
for information about Day in Shonrock, her husband and
Mr. Treas is survived by his wife, Daytha Short Treas of Murray.
1992. His remains were eventu- other family members met them
They were married April II, 1953 in Corinth, Miss. Also surviving
ally found among boxes of and accompanied them to La
is a daughter. Kathy; two grandchildren. Gerett and Jade; one sisterremains given to the U.S. by Center. They were accompanied
in-law Linda Tabers of Murray and several nieces and nephews also
North Korea in the early 1990s. by two military liaisons and
survive.
The Department of Defense escorted by Patriot Guard
No public service is scheduled.
War/Missing Riders, Shonrock said.
of
Prisoner
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Calloway County
Then they were welcomed into
they were
said
Office
Personnel
Murrayor
42071
Ky.
Humane Society,607 Poplar Street, Murray,
County with an escort of
Ballard
to
believed
boxes
208
given
Calloway County Animal Shelter, 81 Shelter Lane, Murray. Ky.
of 350 to 400 fire trucks, ambulances and
remains
contain
42071.
U.S. servicemen. The remains police vehicles.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Day will be buried on Monday
were heavily co-mingled, which
made identification difficult. in a service with full military
Robert Wayne Colson
Robert Wayne Colson.70,of Murray. Ky..died Thursday. April 3, DNA provided by Shonrock and honors. A memorial service will
her father's niece helped with be held at Ballard High School.
2014 at his home.
. He was born Feb. I. 1944 in Golden Pond. Ky., to Elvis Ramey
Colson and Minnie Jewel Butler. He was a member of West Fork
Out Racers program to focus on homophobia
Baptist Church and was a retired truck driver.
Mr. Colson is survived by his wife Vonida
It will examine how books,
Special to the Ledger
Birdsong Colson: daughter Kathy Kerr of Hardin;
movies, TV shows, and other
Racers
Out
in
participant
A
two stepdaughters, Laura Clark of Benton and
of media reinforce and
forms
entitled
program
a
present
will
Shirley
Janet Vetter of Mansano. Wash; a sister,
negative stereotypes
perpetuate
on
Fairness"
for
Matters
Sharma of Murray: a grandchild. Kaylee Colson: "Media
about LGBT peoattitudes
and
in
p.m.
8
at
9,
April
Wednesday.
five stepgrandchildren and three stepgreat-grandunderrepresented.
other
and
ple
Barkley
Center
Curris
the
children.
He was preceded in death by his parents and by Room, according to Jody Cofer communities.
Cofer said the media can
Randall, LGBT Program coora son. Richard "Ricky" Wayne Colson.
be Saturday. April 5, 2014 dinator. A short presentation and engage in discrimination intenwill
services
Funeral
Colson
at 1 p.m. at Imes-Miller Funeral Home with Elijah some examples of when homo- tionally or unintentionally.
Balentine officiating. Burial will follow in West Fork Baptist phobia has appeared in media is Examples will be given of how
Church Cemetery. Visitation will be Friday. April 4.2014 from 5-8 planned, followed by an envi- the media can discriminate.
sioned panel discussion of peo- These examples are taken from
p.m. at the funeral home.
arrangements.
of
charge
in
movies. TV shows, and other
is
Home
Funeral
ImeS-Miller
ple that work in the media.
He said the event will focus forms of media which have
on homophobia and other forms engaged in discrimination, he
of discrimination in the media. said.
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STOCK MARKET REPORT

Investments Since

1854

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.-16376.98 + 3.98

HopFed Banc*

Air Products ...:-............121.14 0.62

IB M

-539.27 - 3.28

Apple

AT&T. Inc.._...........35.63 + 0.26
-.40.59 .0.12

BB&T

17.14 • 0.09

Bank of America

1134...............192.60 • 0.95

Intel ................16.33 + 0rt5
44.95 - 031

Mike Davis. Publisher

McDonalds

/7.66 + 0.07

Alice Rouse, Publisher Emeritus ajrouse@murrayledger.com

56.21 - 0.25
40.97 - 038

10235 - 0.08

JCPenney

...8.83 -0.13

Exxon-Mobil

Pepsico. Inc...--.

82.90 + 0.17
+ 0.11

- 0.04

Regions Financial ..--11.07 - 0.01

97.93 • 0.02

Sears Holding Corp . _50.01 + 0.01

Ford Motor Co. ................1639 - 0.07

Time Warner

.66.75 .031

General Electric .............26.23 + 0.19

US Bancorp

.43.02. 0.03

Glaxo Smith Kline

AMMO

71 - 0.27

NellPoint. Inc

+ 0.92

- 8.98

Wal-Mart ......

77,46 + 0.28

Goodyear TIre & Rubber ....26.02 .0.77

HILLIARD LYONS
financial Consultants (L-R)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KT 42071
270 753.3366 I 800.444.1054
Hours: 1300 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
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PINEVILLE, Ky.(AP) - Polie say Bell oun(y man pulled
over for speeding jumped into the Cumberland River in order to
avoid arrest.
Kentucky State Police Trooper Shane Jacobs told WYMT-TV
.9-year-old Roger Dean Ramey refused to come out of the
e4
triiivatr
Jacobs said, "At one point, we realized he'd been in there for an
hour, and the water was very cold and deep, so we sent two troopers with life jackets on in the river to apprehend him."
Ramey faces 19 charges including DUI.evading arrest and wanton endangerment of a police officer.
He was checked out at the Pineville Community Hospital
Tuesday morning before being taken to the Bell County jail. He is
being held on a $10,000 bond. Jail records do not list an attorney
for Ramey.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- The University of Louisville and
the University of Kentucky are taking early applications for their
new joint master of business administration program for executives.
The program is designed to prepare midlevel executives at forprofit, nonprofit and government organizations for senior leadership posts. It is pending approval by U of L's Faculty Senate and
is scheduled to be considered May 7.
Tuition is $67500 for the I7-month program that is to start in
August. Students are able to keep their jobs while attending classes every other weekend. The classes will be about half in
Louisville and half in Lexington.
As many as 40 students will be accepted in the program. The
early admission deadline is May I. with June I the final admission deadline.
For more information, visit http://execmba.biz

State map available across state, online
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- Kentucky travelers can now find the
2014 Kentucky Official Highway Map at rest areas, welcome centers, local convention and tourism offices and Kentucky State
Parks.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet publishes the map annually, offering information for the traveling public.
This year's map reflects system improvements that include a
completed U.S. 27 bypass around Cynthiana, an extension of the
south Elizabethtown Bypass and a new alignment and bridge over
the Tennessee River in Paducah.
The map also lists federally sanctioned bicycle routes along with
symbols to indicate limited access parkways and divided highways.
The map also points users to state parks, colleges and universi
ties, airports and river ports, hospitals, welcome centers and rest
areas, special points of interest and Kentucky State Police posts.
An electronic version is available at
http://www.transportation.ky.gov/maps/pages/default.aspx .

Most choose nonprofit for insurance
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- Nonprofit health insurance cooperatives across the country have struggled to stay competitive with
their bigger, for-profit counterparts - but not in Kentueky.
Kentucky's lone health care cooperative - buoyed by a $58.8
million federal loan - has sold 77 percent of the private health
insurance plans purchased through kynect. Kentucky's state-run
health insurance marketplace.
CEO Janie Miller credited kynect for their success, saying the
state-run website has been immune from the technical glitches
mat have slowed enrollments through the federal website.
"It became a great neutralizer for us as a new entry into the market, because it was working," Miller said.
Through March 31, 77.027 people have purchased private health
insurance through kynect. Anthem Blue Cross Blue Shield, the
only other company to offer health insurance plans statewide
through kynect, sold 12 percent of the plans, according to the
Cabinet for Health and Family Services.
An Anthem spokeswoman said the company has seen an
increase in health insurance applications, both on and off the
exchange, in the past few weeks, but did not have final numbers.

Keeneland will switch to dirt surface
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP)- Keeneland has announced that it
will switch its main track surface from synthetic Polytrack material to dirt in time for the fall meet.
Keeneland began using the wax-coated mixture of sand, fiber
and recycled rubber in 2006 and has touted the surface's safety
record. But track president Bill Thomason said Wednesday in a
release that "the landscape has changed" and is making the change
to keep pace with owners' and trainers' preferences for dirt tracks.
Thomason added that the move will also help Keeneland compete to attract Triple Crown and Breeders' Cup contenders along
with hosting major racing events. Construction that includes a
new drainage system will begin May 19 with completion expected
by Aug. 15. The fall meet opens Oct. 3.
Keeneland's spring meet opens on Friday.

Rita Boggess, Business Mgr.
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Fish fry to be held

.Weminciers

St. Leo's Catholic Church will have it; annual
fish fry every Friday from March 7 until April
II from 4:30-6:30 p.m.

The following are reminders
of events scheduled this weekend that were recently published in the Murray Ledger &
Times:

P.E.O. will meet
The Philanthropic Educational Organization
(P.E.O. sisterhood) will meet Saturday, April 5,
at 10 a.m. at the home of Sheila Henry.
Hostesses are Sheila Henry and Linda
Datebook LaRochelle.
The program will feature the P.E.O.
Martha
Start
Scholarship.
This scholarship is available
Finney Andrus,
to high school seniors to assist with their postCommunity
secondary education.
editor

Mallory McSweeney.daughter of Will and Kathy
McSweeney of Cuba. and Brett
Wiggins, son of Michael and
the late Becky Wiggins of
Wingo, will be married
Saturday, April 5, at Cuba
Church of Christ in Cuba. All
fnends and family are invited to
attend as only out-of-town invitations were sent.

Republican Party to meet
The Calloway County Republican Party will meet Monday. April
7, at 6:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library meeting
room. All interested are invited to attend.

Dixon Cemetery spring clean to be held

Photo provided

A spring maintenance day will take place at Dixon Cemetery near
Bacon Creek in Land Between the Lakes on Saturday morning,
April 5. A potluck luncheon will take place at noon. For further
information or directions call (270) 522-6689.

CHESS TEAM COMPETED AT STATE: The LAMP Homeschool Chess Team from Murray
competed at the 2014 State Team Scholastic Chess Tournament on March 15, in Lexington.
The team finished in a tie for second in the high school (K12) section. The team qualified for
the state tournament by finishing second in the West Kentucky Regional Tournament in
January. Pictured, from left, team members Alex Thome, Ben Thome, Josiah Hereford,
Kathryn Hereford and front, with trophy, Liam Hereford who received a special award for not
losing a match during the tournament.

MCC Ladies Golf Assoc. to meet
The Ladies Golf Association of the Murray Country Club will
hold its annual Tee-Off Coffee Wednesday, April 9. at 10 a.m. at the
club. A business meeting will also take place. All current members
and potential lady golfers are invited to join the group to open the
2014 golf season. Throughout the season, several special events are
planned. There are two groups of golfers, those who typically play
nine holes and others who play 18 holes. Hostesses are Barbara
Gray and Ladies Golf Association officers. For more information.
contact Terri Pickens (270) 293-0052 or misstigger02@yahoo.com
or Pam Adams, pamadamsl@gmail.com).

Zeta Phi Beta sorority charters graduate chapter

Special to the Ledger
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Incorporated, began a new chapter in Murray on Saturday.
March 29. Seven women who
Buck Cancer fundraisers to be held
are all graduates of Murray State
Buck Cancer Relay for Life team is having a poker run and cook- University and members of the
out on Saturday. April 5. Buck Cancer Rides for Relay Poker Run undergraduate
chapter, Nu Rho,
will leave from and return to Buck's Body Shop, 810 Sycamore.
chartered the Alpha Alpha Iota
Registration begins at 8 a.m., and the ride is just under 100 miles.
Zeta graduate/alumni chapter.
The cook-out will begin at II a.m. and end at 4 p.m., also at Buck's
This chapter was approved by
Body Shop. All proceeds to go to its Relay for Life team.
International President, Mary
Breaux Wright. Zeta Phi Beta
Survivor Dinner for Relay to be held
Sorority
was founded at Howard
The Survivor Dinner for Relay for Life will be Saturday, April 5,
University in 1920. The sororifrom 5-7 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. Survivors may
bring a guest. Reservations are required. Contact Tiffany (270) 227- ty's principles are scholarship,
sisterhood and finer woman0028.
hood.
Keisha D. Smith, Kentucky
Bake sale to be held Saturday
The South ,Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will have a State director, installed the charbake sale to benefit its Relay for Life team Saturday, April 5, at 9 ter members Paige Aldich,
a.m. in front of Fred's Discount Store in the Bel Air Shopping Nisha
Ganster,
Katie
Center.
McAllister, Kimberly Newbem.
Jamesha
Rhodes.
Laneir
Fundraiser to be held Saturday
Sprague and Dominique Willis.
A fundraiser for Kelsie Gibson, an employee of Food Giant, who This was Smith's first charter in
was injured in an automobile accident, will be Saturday. April 5, the state of Kentucky. Those
beginning at 7 a.m. in front of Food Giant in the Bel Air Shopping also
in attendance included
Center. There will be barbecue, a bake sale. yard sale and a raffle
Michelle Porter Norman. Great
with all proceeds going to help Kelsie with her medical expenses.
Lakes Regional Director; Ira
There are over 50 businesses who have donated items for the raffle.
Ebbs. Past Regional Director:
Brunhilda Williams-Currington,
Community prayer event to be held
National
Parliamentarian: Toni
There will be a community wide Christian Prayer and Praise
Event Saturday, April 5, beginning at 6 p.m., at the Robert 0. Miller Thomas, Past Kentucky State
Convention Center located at the comer of Fourth and Maple
Streets. This is for the community to join in prayer for the city of
Murray, Calloway County, the state of Kentucky, this nation and
world. It is designed to be a "come and go" event with everyone
invited to attend and individuals and groups invited to lead in praise
and worship. If anyone is interested in participating in leading
praise and worship,contact Michael Richardson at pastormichaelhl- Special to the Ledger
mi@gmail.com or call (270) 293-5687.
MCKENZIE,Tenn. — Bethel
University will have a display of
Cycling fundraiser to be held
creative projects at this year's
Gear Up Cycles will host its fourth annual Sucker Punch Century
Bethel Humanities Creative Arts
Ride Fundraiser Saturday, April 5. On-site registration begins at Exhibit April 14-16. The projGear Up Cycles at 7 a.m. Routes and entry forms can be down- ects are part of a sophomore
surloaded at www.gearupcycles.com. This year the proceeds will be
vey two semester humanities
split 50;50 between the Murray State University Cycling Team and
class at Bethel University. The
the Murray Lions Club Skatepark. For more information, call (270)
projects include all types of art
761-2453.
media.
The exhibit is free and open to
Relay Team Captains to meet
the
public in Waddle Recital
meeting
will
be
Captain's
at
6
Team
p.m.
Monday.
Relay for Life
April 7, at the Weaks Center. Relay for Life will be April 18 at the
Expo Center on College Farm Road,

truck,
orcycie
)cation
day.

wyprillf

support
ted Way
•f
Calloway
unty
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Pictured, from left, are: back row: members Adlich and Willis. front row, Director Smith, members Rhodes and McAllister, Chapter President Newbern, members Sprague and Ganster.
Regional Director Norman.
Director; Venishia McGregor, ment, policies and procedures
Nu Rho undergraduate advisor and sorority protocol.
and Velenzia Rouse, Nu Rho
The Alpha Alpha Iota Zeta
vice president.
chapter plans to use their sororiThe weekend consisted of cer- ty's principles to give back not
tifications, chartering ceremony, only to the Murray community,
formal election of officers and but surrounding counties in
workshops on chapter manage- western Kentucky.

CC Fire Protection Board to meet
The Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will hold its
regular monthly meeting Monday. April 7, at the CCFR fire station
#1, 101 East Sycamore. The meeting starts at 6 p.m. and the public
is invited to attend.

Woodmen of the World Chapter 138 will welcome the Easter
Bunny on Tuesday, April 8, at 6 p.m. for photos with the Easter
Bunny and Easter treats. This event will be at Harmon Hall at 330
C.C. Lowry Drive. A potluck meal will also be served with meat and
drinks provided. This event is free to all. For more information, call
(270) 753-4377.

Music friends to meet Sunday
The Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday. April 6,from 24 p.m. in the activity room of Emeritus at Murray Senior Living
Community. Anyone interested in learning to play or who enjoys
listening to music is invited to attend. For more information call Vel
Burkeen at (270) 753-6979,

MMS SBDM to meet
The Murray Middle School Site-Based Decision-Making Council
will meet in regillar session Tuesday,April 8,at 4 p.m. in the Media
Center. All interested are invited to attend.

West KY Mentoring rebate to be held
West KY Mentoring will have a rebate night at the Burrito Shack
from 4-8 p.m. Friday. April 4. Please sign the list at the register to
receive credit for the rebate.

Hall in Bethel's Dickey Fine
Arts Building on the school's
McKenzie campus. Viewing
times are: Monday. April 14,
from 5-6 p.m. and Tuesday.
April 15 and Wednesday, April
16, from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m.
For more information about
Bethel
University's
2014
humanities exhibit, contact
Sharon
Scruton
at
scrutons@bethelu.edu or Jessica
Copous
at
copousj@bethelu edu.
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Ellen & Josh Adams
Lauren Alexander & Steven Thomas
Emily & Michael Ashton
Kala & Blake Cary
Melinda & Tim Clark

Brittany & Daniel Farr
Gail & Phil Gray

THEATItES

Cara & Trey Green
Julie & Anthony Hardin
Lora Hopkins & Rob Gingles

For movies & showtimes
Call theatre line at 753-8084
or call our 24 hour into line
at 753-3314.
On your computer or smartphone
go to the Chen website at
www.moviesinmurray.com
AN movies'resented in
Hi-Def Digital Projection

Ashley Jackson & Cody Tynes
Addie & Zech Jameson
Shannon Jennings & Michael Dowdy
Brittni & Josh Kerr
Jenifer & Lauren Miller
Ashley Moore & Chnstopher McClain
Jessica Owen & Jarren Litchfield
Erin & Brandon Passmore

ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
NEEDED

Jonathan & Megan Haverstock-Postor

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic,
outgoing individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities
for this position include servicing established accounts,developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in Murray and surrounding areas.
You must enjoy working with the public and be self-motivated. Prior sales
experience is required. Degree in Advertising, Marketing,or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be based on education and sales experience.

Charlsie & Jesse Williams

Paid holidays and vacation,health and dental plans,salary plus commission,
are all part of an excellent benefit package.

Email your resume to mdavis@murrayledger.com
z

Baby Registry

Courtney & Enc Deasel

Creative Arts Exhibit to be
held at Bethel University

WOW will have Easter event

10111"

Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Edwards of Hickory, will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary Sunday. April 6,
from 2-4 p.m. at Symsonia
Baptist Church Fellowship Hall
in Symsonia. All family and
friends are invited.

Carnee & Grant Rudolph
Joorricth & Brian

Rogers

Chelsea Smith & Steven Durr
Michele & Tim Underhill
Knsta & Jared Vincent
Meredith & Adam Walters

Shama Williams & Cameron Stockwell
Chasity & Mark York

( holdren c Clothing ct At(eccorirt

"Horne Of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534
laidrahhitmurra .COSI
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY CHURCH DIRECTORY
This local church directory is brought to you by these businesses who encourage all to attend worship services.
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Imes-?vtz r Funeral onte
311 North 4th Street • Murray
(271)753-7000

J.H. Churchill
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"Friends' of the I-until\ .S'ince 1847"
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lferitage 'Family 'Funeral Tome

201 S. Third St. • Murray, KY
270-753-2411
www.thejfichurchillfuneralhome.com

,
1804 State Route 121 Noah • Mum)
(270)753-8a8
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Green Plain Church of Christ
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
906 Main Street
Sunday School 940 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
1408 Sycamore
Saturday Worship 9:30 a.m.
Saturday Sabbath School 10:30 a.m.

ASSEMBLIES OF Goy

MT. HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NEW MT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH
2755 State Route 121 South
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.& 6:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES

INDEPENDENT

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.: Worship 10:30 a.m.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1201 South 16th Street
Children's Sunday School 1100 arm , Worship 10 30 a.m

CHURCH OF CHRIST

CHURCH OF THE LJVING GOD
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday Bible School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
955 Almo Road • Almo
Sunday Bible School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
884 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

BAPTIS
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
232 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
Dunbar Road (Hwy. 444) • New Concord
Sunday Worship 11:00 cm. & 6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST CHURCH
822 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
8400 State Route 121 • Farmington
Sunday School 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 cm. & 6:00 p.m.

OLD SALEM ROAD MISSIONARY BAPTIST
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.
OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST CHURCH
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
64.83 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FAITH MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Highway 641 to Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.. 11:00 a.m. & 5:30 p.m

SUGAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
1350 Flint Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 cm. & 6:45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST
711 River Road
Sunday School 11:15 a.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WEST FORK MISSIONARY BAPTIST
5179 Hwy. 121 North
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
6867 US Hwy. 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 8:00, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 800, 9:15. 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m

KIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
263 Backusburg Road • Kirksey
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

CHRISTLYN

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LDS
602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School 11:10 a.m.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10.15 a.m.

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1620 West Main Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.: Worship 10:30 a.m.

5t.iffttSushi &(-11-111
CHINESE • AMERICAN • JAPANESE
Over 180 Items... ALL YOU CAN EAT
OPEN
00-9:30 SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED METHODIST
5161 Radio Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m , Worship 11:00 a.m

1002 Cuba Rd
Mayfield KY
1/1••/11:L1•41,1
••L•C•3•••••

Man -Fr) 8-530
Sat 8-4
1-877-954-8748
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FIll'S BLOCK a
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street

270-753-3540

LEDGER &TIMES
1001 Whitnell Drive • Murray
(270) 753-1916
Vt, vi w.murrayledger.com

•-•••••••••

••••-•••
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Cunningham
Auto Repair
Operi Thron.-t rI. 7:30-5

l r—
619 S. 4th St.• 270-753-6831 i
HOWARD 0
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HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 9:45 a.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED METHODIST
3665 KIrksay Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

It's Gotta Be D's."

ANNA( HEALTH
WELLNESS CENTER

y/e)c•c)

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North • Mayfield, KY
./\
FERN TEIMACE Of MLIIMAY,L1C

Karen Glover
Administrator

(270) 753-7109
www.femterrace.com

1;11; stadium Viet% Dr. • \limas; KY 421r

•11,...••••••• •••••-•:••

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
601 North 18th Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 cm. & 6 p.m.

PRI- sill I ERI ks.

GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST
4726 State Route 121 North • Stella
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 9:00 a.m.
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COMPANY

CALVARY TEMPLE
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
1601 Main Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED METHODIST
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 cm.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

801 Walmart Drive • 270-761-3888

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
150 Liberty Church Road
Sunday School 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
2129 Graham Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

•Awieh

UNITY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

rinT FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
".7placefor

danyiny

203 South 4th Street • Murray
270-753-1854 • Ns w, w.fbcmurray.org

10%
Discount
with Church
Bulletin
Murray
270-753-9383
Larisa Bierds, DVM
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Murray's Favortte Steakhouse!
Glendale hoed

Church of Christ

Open 8 00-5 00
Monday-Saturday
24 HR. EMERGENCY

270-733-4830

2477 Stab Raab 94 East • Murray

1101 Glendale Rd • Murtay • 270-753-3714
\ANN./ glendaleroadchuroh org
Bring in your
church bulletin
to receise a

9#/tv LIA
CSrislian Zookfore
lin

Corner of 5th & Main • Court SquareFREE
270-753-1622
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FIRST UNITED METHODIST
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11:00 cm.

'All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned ever, one to
his own way; andihe Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us all.

The Oldest Independent Repair Shop In Murray

NEW JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

COLES CAMPGROUND UNITED METHODIST
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 9:50 a.m., Worship 8:50 a.m.

'But he was woundedfor our transgressions, he was
bruisedfor our iniquities: the chastisement of our peace
was upon him; and with his stripes we are healed.

111111011 IMING

NEW CONCORD UNITED PENTECOSTAL
166 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

INDEPENDENCE UNITED METHODIST
1118 Independence Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship 11:00 a.m.

EPISCOPAL

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Campus Ministry to Students of MSU
1 508 Chestnut Street
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 7 00 p.m

LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 10:00 am.
Sunday Worship 11;00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MURRAY FIRST UNITED PENTECOSTAL
1945 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER UNITED METHODIST
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
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FAITH TABERNACLE CHURCH
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
& lsV3rd Sun. at 6:00 p.m

UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

C.V11101.1C

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 9:30 sm.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
125 Ledbetter Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

UNION GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
505 Church Street • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00.a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

IE 1110DIS I

NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIST
60 Christian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
1 483 Bazzell Cemetery Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

BETHEL PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

BETHEL UNITED METHODIST
1 267 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.
& 2nd/4th Sun. at 6:00 p.m.

NEW CONCORD CHURCH OF CHRIST
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
51 Oakcrest Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ITNESSES

I 1 1111 R

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

THE SPRING - EL MANATIAL
901 B Coldwater Road (behind the Tropics)
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.(SpanIstVEnglish)
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.(Eng) & 10:30 a.m. iSpi

PEN.FECOSTAI.
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 South 15th
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:10 a.m.

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
995 Spring Road • Aim
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

WAYMEN CHAPEL
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship 11:00 a.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
1052 State Route 121 North
Public Talk 9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study 10:30 a.m.

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
976 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

SINKING SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
4185 Wiswell Road West
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

.1E110% All'S

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
2317 Hwy. 641
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

TEMPLE HILL UNITED METHODIST
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:00 am.

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 10:00
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m. '

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE UNITED METHODIST
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.: Worship 10:45 cm.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
411 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 am.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

POPLAR SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m., 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
229 Rowlett Trail
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.; Worship 9:30 a.m.

HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday Praise/Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF CHRIST
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.; Worship 9:00 cm.

PALESTINE UNITED METHODIST
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

HARVEST LAND CITY GATE
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Worship 6:00 p.m.

DEXTER CHURCH OF CHRIST
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

LYNN GROVE UNITED METHODIST
37 Browns Grove Road
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 9:30 a.m

MASONS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
84 Murray Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 cm.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
83 Honeybee Lane
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

COLD WATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

1p. 11 1.1 on.-Fri. 8-4:00

3980 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel, KY
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Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Pleasant
Grove
North
Cumberland Presbyterian:
The Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, will speak at the II a.m.
worship service.
Sinking Spring Baptist: Carl
Butler, pastor, will speak at the
II a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Eastwood \Biptist: Worship
services will be held at II a.m.
and 6 p.m. on Sunday and at 7
p.m. on Wednesday. Sunday
school will be at'10 a.m. The
church is at 2191 KY 94 E.,
Murray.
Dexter Baptist: David Little,
pastor, will speak at both the II
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian: A worship service will be held at II a.m. at the
church, 2674 Magness Road.
Sunday school will be at 10 a.m.
Spirit of Christ: Kevin
Trebing, pastor, will speak at the
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at
9:45 a.m. For more information
call (270)761-4815.
Kirksey United Methodist
Church: David Allbritten, pastor, will speak at the II a.m.
worship service. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. Their website
is www.kirkseyumc.org. For
more information call (270)
489-2910.
Palestine United Methodist
Church: Robert McKinney,
pastor, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday school will be at

9:45 a.m. For a ride to church,
call Jimmy Burkeen at 2276373.
Poplar
Spring
Baptist
Church: Rob !son, pastor, will
speak at the 8:45 a.m. and II
a.m. worship services. The
church is located at 749 Poplar
Springs Drive.
Iglesias
Bautista
El
Manantial: Ken Cummins will
preach at the 10:45 a.m. Spanish
worship
service. Spanish
Sunday school will be at 9:30
a.m. The church is located at
90IB Coldwater Road.
The Spring: Ed Chapman will
preach at the contemporary worship service at 8:30 am.Sunday
school will be at 9:30 a.m. The
church is located at 901B
Coldwater Road.
Lynn
Grove
United
Methodist Church: Sunday
School will be at 9 a.m. Worship
will be at 9:30 a.m. The church
is located just off KY 94 W. in
the Lynn Grove community at
37 Browns Grove Road.
St. Leo Parish: Vigil Mass
will be at 5 p.m. Saturday. A
Spanish Mass will be at 6:30
p.m. Saturday. Sunday Masses
will begin at 8 a.m. and II a.m.
Bethany Baptist Church:
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. Pastor David Cunningham
will lead morning worship at II
a.m. The church is located at
232 Artesian Dr., New Concord.
Russell Chapel
United
Methodist Church: Ronnie
Burkeen is the pastor. For more
information or a ride call 7537060,753-3949 or 227-1566.
Hazel Church of Christ:
Mackie Gallimore, minister,
will speak at the 9:50 a.m. service.
Locust Grove Baptist: Ryker

.ft

Wilson will speak at II a.m.
Goshen United Methodist: scripture from John 1:17-28. Dr. Rick C. Dye, pastor, will
service.
The Rev. David Allbritten will Sunday School will be at 9:30 sped"at the 8:45 am. and II
Hope
Baptist speak at the 9 a.m. worship serv- a.m.
Greater
am. services on "Turning Grief
Church: Rev. Jevon Q. Catlett, ice on "How Do I Look?" with
Westside Baptist: Matt Ellis, into Glory" with scripture from
church minister, will speak at scripture from Romans 8:6-11. senior pastor, will speak at the John I I: 1-45. Sunday School
the 11:15 a.m. worship service.
Sunday school will be at 10:15 10:30 a.m. worship service. will be at 9:50 a.m.
Good Shepherd United a.m. Bible Study and youth Pastor Ellis will also speak at
University Church ofChrist:
Methodist Church: Rev. Tim group will be at 6 p.m.
the 7 p.m. service.
Charley Bazzell will speak at
Escue, pastor, will speak at the
Scotts Grove Baptist: John
Memorial Baptist: Pastor the 10 a.m. and the 5 p.m. worII a.m. worship service. Adult Denham, Pastor, will speak at Martin Severns will speak at the ship service. Sunday school will
Sunday School is at 10 a.m.
the II a.m. and 6 p.m. service. 8:30 alp., 10:50 am., and 5:55 be at 9 am.
Glendale Road Church of The Ordinance of The Lord's p.m. services.
Friendship
Church
of
Christ: Jarrod 'Brown will Supper will be observed at the
Northside Baptist Church: Christ: Charles Taylor will
speak at the 9a.m. worship serv- morning service. Special music Pastor Brett Miles will speak on speak at the II a.m. worship
ice on "Ambassadors for Christ" will be by Jena Flood, Lucas "The Good Life vs. The Best service on "Two Words" from I
with
scripture
from
2 Morton and Tammy Thompson. Life" with scripture from 2 Corinthians 13:8 and at the 5
Corinthians 5:20. Jason Hart Sunday school will be at 10 a.m. Corinthians 5:15, at the 10 a.m. p.m. service.
will speak at the 6 p.m. service AWANA Missions will meet at worship service with special
First Presbyterian: The Rev.
on "A Prayer For Us." with 5:30 p.m.
music
provided by Susan Carol Wade will speak at the
scripture from John 17:1-5.
Grace Baptist: Tim Cole will Yarbrough. Sunday evening 10:45 .a.m. worship service on
First Baptist: Pastor Keith speak at the 10:45 a.m. service Pastor Miles will speak on "Unbind Him and Let Him Go"
Inman will speak at the 8:30 on "Jesus Wept" with scripture "Where
Did
All
These with scripture readings from
a.m. and II a.m. service on from Luke 19:35-44. Special Languages Come From?" with Psalm 130 and John 11:1-44.
"Betrayed" with scripture from music will be by Gunner Nance. scripture from Genesis 10. The anthem will be "A Servant's
Mark 14:41-52. Bible study will At the 6 p.m. service. Tim Cole Sunday School will be at 9 a.m. Song" by Joe Martin.
be at 9:45 a.m. Evening worship will speak on "One Voice" with
First United Methodist:
(Vesper Service) will be at 5:30
p.m. University students and
young adults worship service is
at 7 p.m. in the Net building
across the street from the
church.
South
Pleasant
Grove
United Methodist: Pastor
ship during these times of prayer. If interested in
Easter Egg Hunt at
Eugene Nichols will speak at the
participating, please contact Michael Richardson
South Pleasant Grove
10:45 a.m. worship service.
at pastorrnichaelhlmi@gmail.com or (270) 293The sermon topic will be
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church 5687.
-Renewed" with scripture from will have an Easter Egg Hunt Saturday, April 12,
Ezekiel 37:1-14. Special music from II a.m. until I p.m. The church is located at
Becoming a Godly Man
will be HANDS. Sunday school 5671 Crossland Road, Hazel.
will begin at 9:45 a.m.
Conference to be held
First Christian (Disciples):
Great Hope Baptist Church, 711 River Road, is
Community Prayer
Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin will
hosting the Second Annual Becoming a Godly
to be Saturday
speak at the 10:15 a.m. service
Man Conference on Saturday, April 19. Pastor
on "Blessed are those who are
There .will be a Community Christian Prayer and Jevon Q.Catlett is the conference host. Pastor
persecuted for righteousness Praise Event Saturday, April 5, at the Robert 0. Breanus Mitchell, Greater Grace Temple,
sake..." with scripture from Miller Convention Center at the corner of Fourth Nashville, Tenn., will be the keynote speaker.
Matthew 5:1-12. Music will be and Maple Streets beginning at 6 p.m. This is des- There will be a breakfast at 8 a.m. followed by
"Lord of the Dance" by the ignated as a "come and go" event and is an effort worship, classes ind speakers from 9 a.m. until
Chancel Choir.
to see the community join in prayer for the city of 12:20 p.m. Lunch will be served at 12:45 p.m.
Murray, Calloway County, the state of Kentucky, Registration fee is $.15. For more information or to
email
for -the- 'conference,
this nation and the world. Everyone is invited and register
individuals or groups may lead in praise and wor- jeronca v itt €7t) yahoo.conil
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Jesus anninners
Question: A young woman
got pregnant out of wedlock,
but sikf_ acknowledged that
what she did was wrong.
However, her church refused
to allow the women to give her
a baby shower. What do you
think Jesus would have done?
Answer:
The gospel
of
John
reports the
story of the
woman who
was brought
to
Jesus
after
she
was caught
What Would in the very
Jesus Do? act of adulBy Richard
tery (John
Youngblood,
8
: 1 - 1 1 ).
Minister of
However,
University
e
h
t
Church of
Pharisees
Christ
who
brought the woman to Jesus
viewed her as a mere objectlo
be used in their attempt to
entrap Jesus in his words. They
said, "In the Law Moses commanded us to stone such
women. Now what do you say?"
(John 8:5). In response, Jesus
wrote on the ground and then
said, "Let the one without sin
cast the first stone." The
woman's accusers walked away
one at a time. Then, we are told
that Jesus asked her "Woman..
where are they? Has no one condemned you?" "No one, sir"
she said."Mien neither do I condemn you," Jesus declared,"Go
now and leave your life of sin"
(John 8:10-11).
Apparently, Jesus did not
think that offering a chance of
repentance, forgiveness and a
new life meant he was condoning sin. He saw value in every
person that made her or him
worth redeeming no matter how
great the sin. He ministered to
people in their needs without
asking if they were worthy. As
a result, the very people that are
often repulsed by churches of
today were constantly coming to
Jesus. He helped them and
changed their lives forever

I believe that the apostle Paul
helps us understand why Jesus
treated sinners the way he did.
To the church in Rome, Paul
wrote, "Or do you show contempt for the riches of his kindness,tolerance and patience, not
realizing that God's kindness
leads you toward repentance?"
(Romans 2:4). Some people
seem to think that unless sinners
are immediately disciplined
severely they will continue in
their sin. But instead of saying
that strong condemnation leads
to repentance, Paul said the
kindness of God brings repentance (Romans 2:4). The truth
of this statement was demonstrated in a sociological study of
churches that was published in
1989. To the surprise of many,
the more rigid and strict churches had more teenage pregnancies than did the more grace-oriented churches. While the fear
of exposure in the strict churches kept their young people from
openly dealing with their problems, the teens of the grace-oriented churches felt they could

talk about their problems and
find help instead of condemnation (Shatterir4kthe Silence by
David Lewis, Carley Dodd,
Darryl Tippens, 1989).
But some people will not
repent and turn from their sinful
ways no matter how we treat
them. Yet, Jesus would have us
leave the judging of who will or
will not repent to God. The mission of those who would be like
Jesus is to reach out to sinners
with grace and hope. Since
Jesus told a story of a father who
held a party for his sinful, prodigal son who had returned home
(Luke 15:11M, I believe he
would have encouraged a baby
shower and helpful kindnesses
toward someone like a pregnant
young woman. This is nothing
less than the same mercy God
has shown to all of us sinners.

New show to be introduced

p.m. with shows running every
Special to the Ledger
hour
on the weekend and every
Golden Pond Planetarium in
hour
except II a.m. Monday
Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area intro- through Friday. The planetarium
duces a new full-dome digital and observatory are located in
theater show in April called, the Golden Pond Visitor Center,
238 Visitor Center Drive,
Back to the Moon For Good.
Immerse yourself in a race to Golden Pond, on Woodlands
Matthew 5:9
return to the moon 40 years after Trace National Scenic Byway
the historic Apollo landings. See (KY 453), just south of KY
Blessed are the
how a competition among pri- 68/80.
Visit the official website at
vately funded international
peacemakers, for
teams ushered in a new era of www.lbl.org or sign up for an
they
shall be called
lunar exploration. Learn about electronic newsletter at Iblinthe
sons of God
the moon's resources and dis- fo@fs.fed.us.
cover what humanity's future on
the moon might hold.
Narrated by Tim Allen, Back
If you are a NEWCOMER
to the Moon for Good presents
AC to Murray/Calloway Co.
the Goggle Lunar XPRIZE and
Call SYLVIA SANERT
personal stories of competition
AT (270) 227-5456
and collaboration it inspired.
OR 759-9216
Back To The Moon For Good is
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
....4111411111/allo
[Send questions or comments sponsored
FORA SPECIAL WELCOME
by Community
to University Church of Christ, Financial
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
Services
Bank
professional people. It's their way of saying, We are glad you
801 N.12th,Murray,KY 42071 (CFSB).
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County."
or phone 270-753-1881. This
Golden Pond Planetarium is
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
article is reproduced on the open daily from 10 a.m. until 5
since 1946 almost 60 years!
web: www.nchrist.org I

RARE OPPORTUNITY!
First Time Offered!
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FUNDRAISER
for Kelsie Gibson':
to help pay expenses resulting from a car wreck

Dogs
Hamburgers • Hot
Polish Sausage

1608 Hermitage Place
Beautiful brick home on 2.5 acre lot in the city limits.
Three or four bedroom, 2-1/2 baths. Open floor plan.
Finished upstairs for fourth bedroom or rec room. Approx. 3550 sq. ft. Newly remodeled, spacious kitchen.
New roof, circle drive, HVAC and windows. Newly
added sunroom. Double garage. Outbuilding/Shop.
Fenced yard. Tree-shaded, beautifully landscaped and
end of street privacy yet in town.

ALL THIS FOR ONLY $259,0001
Please call: 270-293-0586

Yard
Sale

2for$3
Huge Raffle!
Over 50 donated items will
be raffled. Tickets $1 each.
Donations will also be accepted

in front of

FOOD GIANT

d))
Bake
Sale
All proceeds benefit
Kelsie Gibson.

Bel-Air
Shopping Center
Murray

•Pride& April 4,2414
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray I
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

Legal Notice
Notice
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Fowwat
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
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Business Opportunity
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Want To Buy
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7531916 or stop by our office
at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00
a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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060
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010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

REQUEST FOR STATEMENT OF
QUALIFICATIONS
WATCH,Inc. is requesting Statements of
Qualifications from architectural firrns desiring to
assist in a review of the agency's facilities and the
preparation of plans and specifications for the
potential construction of a new facility on North
7th Street and/or the renovation of the current
facilities. Firms wishing to be considered should
send six (6)copies of their statement of qualifications to Jeremy Buchanan, Purchase Area
Development District. 1002 Medical Drive, P.O.
Box 588, Mayfield, Kentucky 42066, no later than
4:00 PM Wednesday, April 23, 2014. Responses
will be ranked based upon the rating criteria in
the full Request for Qualifications. The highestranking firmisi will be contacted for further negotiations. Interested firms should contact Jeremy
Buchanan at(270( 251-6161 for a full Request for
Qualifications. Attention of respondents is particularly called to the requirements as to conditions
of employment to be observed under the contract,
Section 3, Segregated Facility, Section 109 and
E.O. 11246 and Title VI. Minority firms are
encouraged to respond. WATCH, Inc. is an equal
opportunity employer, but reserves the right to
reject any or all responses.
020
Notice

Papa Smurf
Storage

Lynn Grove

1st 4onth Free!

Self Storage

Climate Control
Available
.24 7 Surveillance
•Pest Control

270-519-0143

Hwy
Ezist
2711 H7 I MO or
270-485-6 122

cnn & Laura Key

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources. reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons arid companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

OLD Batteries, Scrap
Metal & Junk Cars
Do you have
any of these?
Looking to
remove them
from your property?
We can help
Call for more details
270-978-2111 or
270-227-0067

060
Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Infinity Group is hiring for
Pella Corporation in Murray, KY
Assembly Operators!
Are you an individual that loves working
with your hands and building a quality
product? If so, please send resume to
iclavidOinf-grp.corn or call 270-767-2518
An equal opportunny employer
Post-offer drug screen & background check required
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Help Wanted

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
25/21/14 TO 12)15/14 KY0518252
WORIOAAN FARMS INC., HA7F1 KY
10 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at
the time work is performed
PLANTING. GROWING.AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED $1010HR 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS &
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 500n OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB
ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS
JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE. TO SET UP
INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST
AT EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at
the time work is performed.
PLANTING. GROWNG,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO AND DNERSIRED CROPS, WITH 3
MONTliS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED. $10.10HR.3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS &
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDEDOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AF TER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB
ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS
JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE.TO SET UP
INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST
AT EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05/05/14 TO 12/01/14 KY0516974
DAVID FEAGIN FARMS, MURRAY. KY
3oPefings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective barg4ning rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at '
the time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED $1010HR 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS &
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY.
AFTER 50%0F CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB
ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS
JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE. TO SET UP
INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST
AT EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05/14/1410 12/20/14 KY0518396
G&G FARMS ASSOC.., MURRAY. KY
4 °periwigs
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
State, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order, at
the time work is performed
PLANTING. GROWING,AND HARVESTING
•
TOBACCO AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS,WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED $10101*1 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS &
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
T1-KISF BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY.
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB
ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS
JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079
USING Joe ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE,TO SET UP
INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST
AT EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT

..•'• • w woo wowd•wwwwwoo ••••••-• •

r

•w•••• ww.

[Appliances

Supenntendent Search Committee, Calloway County Board of Educatio
n
P.O. Box 800, Murray, Kentucky 42071,
For additional information, please visit
www.calloway.kyschools.us.
All applications must be received by April 30, 2014.
Calloway County Schools is an Equal Opportunity Employer,

060
Help Wanted

3RDS
shift
Floor
Scrubber
Operator
wanted for Industrial
location in Murray, KY
Clean
backgrounds
required Please call
800-246-3221
x511
Leave
name
and
phone number

CONCRETE
MIXER
TRUCK OPERATOR
FEDERAL
Materials
Company has immediate openings. CDL
necessary. Safe driving
record, good work history, and a flexible
schedule is required.
Top benefits, lots of OT,
and much more. Apply
in person at any location.
NO PHONE CALLS.
Positions are available
in: Paducah, Calvert,
Murray, Cadiz,
Princeton,Mayfield
Learn
more
at
www.fmc1.com.
GRAPHICS Manager
Needed:
Immediate
Opening. Experience
with Large Format
PringingNinyl Plotter,
Graphic Design. PC &
Mac desired, must
demonstrate excellent
oral & written communication. F/T Career.
Resume to infoOpecoproducts.com or Peco
Products LLC, 3812
US Hwy 641
N.,
Murrray, KY.
Home
and
Office
cleaning in Murray and
surrounding areas Call
731-518-6903 I live in
Murray area

0.,

060
Help Wanted

IMMEDIATE opening!
Office Manager Fir
Required job skills
include: 2 years expenence with QuickBooks,
customer service, filing, answering phones,
generate
invoices,
credit card payment,
customer follow up.
Send
•
resume
to: infopecoproducts.com or send to
Peco Products LLC,
3812 US Hwy. 641 N.,
Murray KY 42071
SALES/CLERICAL
Paint, decorating retail.
knowledge of selecting
colors, making paint
and flooring
sales
experience preferred
Apply 1204 Johnson
Blvd, Murray

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump.
military. Call Larry
270-753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
270-753-4109
150
Articles
For Seis
Aluminum
diamond
plate tool box. Pick-up
$200 270-753-2963

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

500 gallon propane
tank $400 080
Monessen
Hearth
System Propane Gas
logs $200
270 753 4287
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS

We PAY top S$S
for your coins
We SElicoins
& paper money
'Coin Appraisal
leTrends-n-Treasures
Murray KY 270-753-4161

Fresh, brown country
eggs Si 50/doz
CKC registered Tea
Cup Chihuahas $200 good markings.
No registration: 4 y.o
Chihuaha $50
270-436-5243
King Sleep Number
Mattress, like new.
239-770-8664
SINGER
SALES to VAC
JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at $59
G.E Financing

00.-C 3 12th
Bel-Air Center
(270)753-5323

Houses For Rent

lY
Lots of e
$14,750 0
With reas
you can •
by 229
Murray K
270-753-1

2BR 2BA, Carriage
House. Near park and
MSU Stove,
Refrigerator, & W/D
included Garage No
lease required. No
Pets.
$500/month.
270-753-3949
3BR Home, Newly
remodeled.Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898
4 or 5BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent com
/properties

(WY

USEC
14, 15
Starto
m ii

Call 71
m
490

Small rental house.
641
South.
Rent
$425/month, deposit
$575. All appliances,
water, garbage, and
mowing furnished. No
pets. 270-227-6431, no
texts.

HOI
MOTO
We

360
Storage Rentals

suaRD-ELKINS

270-:

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

(270)753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $385,
Full $185. (270)293
4121
FRENCH
Provincial
dining table, extension,
table pads. six chairs,
china cabinet, tea cart.
$900 OBO, will sell
separately, 270-8164912
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121.
180
Lawn & Garden

Articles
For Sale

18 ft long trailer, slide
out ramps, four good
tires, beefed up with
steel to haul tractor or
car. $1500 270-2937092

CHECK t
outl Occu
780 sq ft
Covered p
storage
paint, surv

605 E South 12th St

150

Di F,d)rinani
Went to Buy

VERY nice 4BR, 2BA
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
IAEYVR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order at
the time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO AND DIVERSIFIED CROPS. WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED. $1010HR. 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS &
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 5000 OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB
ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS
JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP
INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST
AT EMPLOYERS COST. POST EMPLOYMENT

The Calloway County Board of Education (current
ADM of
3,300 students, PS-12) is seeking an individual to serve
as
Superintendent of Schools with the necessary skills
and commitment to continue the district's successful movement,
through its
vision and mission, toward achieving its academ
ic and non-academic goals. The candidate must demonstrate exempla
ry instructional, management, communication and organizational
skills and
be a team builder who will b
ctively involved in the community
while maintaining a strong pre
e in the district by beirt visible,
available, and approachable. Cal
y County Schools consists of
a preschool, three elementary scho
, one middle school, one
high school, and an alternative instructional facility. Candida
tes
must hold or be eligible for a Kentucky certification
for School
Superintendent. Salary and benefits will be regionally
competitive
and negotiable with the contract to begin July 1, 2014.
All applicants must submit 8 copies of a cover letter, resume
,
application, copy of certificate(s) and transcripts as well as
letters
and recommendations/references to:

2 blocks
$1
270. 2
see allow

Apartments For Rent

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05/05/14 TO 12/20/14 KY0516062
M M & E Farms Inc, MURRAY, KY
4 cpenings

Superintendent of Schools Vacancy
Calloway County Schools

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
05/01/14 TO 12/01/14 KY0516215
WM TOB. FARMS, LLC, MURRAY,KY
2 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state mom wage Adverse Effect Wage Rate
(AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed as a
minimum for all work contained in this order. at
the time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO AND DIVERSIRED CROPS, WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED $1010HR. 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL T
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDEX
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST.
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB
ORDER COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS
JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE) CONTACT THE KY DEPT FOR
WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE. TO SET UP
INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST
AT EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT

Help Wanted

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04/25/14 TO 12/01/14 KY0516059
JAMIE CARSON, MURRAY. KY
1 openings

Well

EXIHelp Wanted

060
Help Wanted

Trod

HICKS Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270.853.3140

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Best price Satisfaction
guaranteed or it's free
(270)293-7220

720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale/
IOW's & 10x15's
(2701 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
"We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600
cal Prop. For Rent

2,300SOFT
Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space
602 Maple Street

270-753-8964
1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR apt in various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
1BR effeciency apt
near downtown. 1
occupant only, no pets,
no smoking $300/mo
plus utilities Deposit
required. Call
270-293-2843
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1533
Ext. 283
6
r Ewa'ovoor1oovry.

c

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD W 711

2007 Co
than 15..'
inside & •
270-293-1

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Walter's Lawn Service
[
'
Reliable Free Estimate
0 Senior Citizen
10.
Discount

2008 Hon
40 mpg,
trans, 7
$
tc
i leO,0
20
70.
0-.

Auto Shop

2005 Bum.
Good co
well,
5
470
-0
270932

16..1
510 3
1
Pop-up C
Viking
Sleeps 6
Power lift
2
fA

c
7
se
st:a
.
v

05
sleppG
lf
su8
sis, 11K
kept. Ne
270.293.1

Ga
BAI
n Fro
South

clean up / body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

(270)485-6122

9
Lots o
des
pcrann

Professional Office
Space
High traffic-great location
$12/sq ft per year
2 spaces available
270-753-9600

benefit

Warehouse building
3375 sqft with 2 overhead doors & office.
719 S 4th St
270.753.5976

Fri
Sat

Warehouse building
3375 soft with 2 overhead doors & office.
719 S 4th St
270.753.5976

Ets

Sappho

YAF

Hig

•

mut
VA

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858
4 10
Public Ws
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

dger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

520
Boats & Motors

Real Estate
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes Visit
nicholsent com/properties or call
270-753-4109

INES

—Fr 10 yr.
— Fn. 9 LM.
— ion.9 Lift
— Yon.12p.m.
—

Tue.1p.m.

—*e$112
—Thu.12p.m.

vtrnents For Rent

nice 48R, 2BA
remodeled, New
nces & fixtures
ihout. Coleman
state
53-9898

louses For Rent

2BA. Carriage
Near park and
Stove,
iTator, & W/D
id. Garage. No
required. No

nonth.
i3-3949
Home, Newly
Jeled.Coleman
state
53-9898
3IR Houses
& Deposit
ed
,3-4109
ent.corn
-ties
rental house.
South.
Rent
nonth, deposit
All appliances,
garbage, and
g furnished. No
70-227-6431, no

tine Rentals

Services Offend

20 ft Lowe poncoon boat and trailer
Good condition $4,000
270-227-4411
1985 -Riviera Cruiser
Pontoon Boat 213ft
1984 Outboard Evin
70HP, new carpet,
good leather seats in
enclosed
building
New 2-4
53,500 0 B 0
Bedroom homes In 270-227-9965
Riverfield Estates.
530
SBG Real Property
Services Ofiersd
Professionals
293-7872
1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
1656 Ryan Ave, Construction. Homes,
remodeling,
decks,
Murray
Traditional 3BR 2BA screened
porches,
Brick Home.
garages, sagging. rotWell maintained:
ten floors, termite damBeautiful
age, home and mobile
Landscaping.
repair.
753-0353
2 blocks from mSU. Larry Nimmo
$126,500
270. 217. 3181
Hill Electric
see zIllow.com for ph01011
Since 1986
CHECK this baby doll
Residential &
out!. Occupied.
Commercial
780 sq ft. 2BR C/HiA.
Licensed
& Insured
Covered porches,
All jobs - big or
storage bldg, new
small
paint, surveyed properly,
www hillelectric.com
Lots of extras
$14,750 00.
With reasonable offer, A-1 Lamb's
you can own it! Drive Professional Tree
by 229 White Oak, Service Insured
Murray KY.
753-TREE (8733)
270-753-6012
DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or small.
480
Free estimates. Call
Auto Parts
Logan at
270-293-0476.
EXPERIENCED caregiver for seniors/disabled has an opening
14. 15. 16 inch
available. Light houseStarting at S20
keeping, meal prep,
mounted
errands/dr.
appts..
shopping, and laundry.
References. 270-2277537 270-447-0279
Used Cars
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
HOLLAND
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
MOTOR SALE
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
We Finance
•Licensed & Insured
hollandmotorsales com
Ron Frame
270-753-4461
(270) 227-3140
1991

753-9562

USED TIRES

Call 753-5606

G&C
)RAGE and
'ROPANE
19E. Main
'0) 753-6266
(270) 293-4183
1. - 4 p.m. M-F

L RENTALS
NI-STORAGE
0 S. 4TH ST.

2008 Honda Civic
40 mpg, 4 door, auto
trans, 71.000 miles
$10,000. Must sacrifice. 270-474-0241
2007 Corvette. Less
than 15,000 miles. New
inside & out.
270-293-1231
2005 Buick Lacross
Good condition, runs
well,
106Kimiles
$4700
270-293-7675

of 121 S. & Glendale.

10's & 10x15's
701 436-2524

PREMIER
NISTORAGE
e climate control
storage
curity alarmed
;ale & clean
le sell boxes!
rent U-Hauls
753-9600.
wical Prop. For Rent

30050Ft
Ice/Retall/
home Space
Maple Street

-753-8984

Ito Shop

up / body work
wiy painted
lingle bay
605 S 3rd

0)485-6122

,sional

Office

affic-great loca-

ft per year
as available
3-9600
)use building
.qft with 2 overdoors & office.
itth St
3.5976

)use building
cift with 2 overdoors & office.
itth St
3.5976

ets & Suedes,

Obedience
lenmere.corn
36-2858

$10

Quality Work
Free Estimates

Dozer work, hauling and
bush hogging

(270)227-7074
Mike
LAWN MOWING SERVICE
270.759.4564
Lawn

FUfRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
*Removal
•Stump Grinding
*Firewood
•Insured
(270) 489-2839

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Keay Farms
270-2SG-6755
Atso Garden Grade
Top Sol
•ftome Improvements
NEtatt, S Ketnen

Free

Estimates Hector
270-227-6638
LIGHT backhoe,
light bushhogging
tilling, yard drainage,
carpentry &
construction
270-436-6400
See us at
www brownconstuction org

Concepts SUdoKu

CHAIN LINK
FENCING
$11/ft. installed
Mitchuson
Landscaping
270-205-5274
MOWING SERVICE

Mowing
Trimming
Edging
Call or tact for estimate
70.227.7002 Cohen Rogers
;T.293.9233 Denham Rogers
'References Available

The

Insured .Sr Discount
.Free Estimates
4tember CH Angles List

first

YEARF1Y'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured Free estimates 436-2562,
227-0267

This Girl Can Mow
Mowing lawn
Landscaping
Leaf Season
Bush Hogging

2

Campers
Pop-up Camper
Viking
Sleeps 6
Power lift
A/C, stove, refrigerator
furnice and extras
27.0-759-1087

Over 28 Years

4

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al Shingles Hand Nailed

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
LAWN Mowing
Free estimates
Colby 270-227-9027
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
YARD Mowing •
270-227-6539

05 GulfStream 32ft
Sleeps 8, Chevy chasis, 11K miles; garage
kept. New inside & out.
270.293.1231

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
1270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
licensed & Insured

n Front of Fred's
South Pleasant Grove
Family Ties
Relay Team

•Asphalt Installation

start...

Saturday

40

yrs. experience'

(270)759-0501
Greg Mansfield

4'

E E STIII I
L
"
°"

Don't spend your money out of
stare keep if oral,
12701

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
6. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270) 293-8686

530
%vices Offsred

desserts and home
canned goods All

Huge number of items from many
households. To donate or volunteer,
call 270-759-1884.

proceeds/donations
benefit Relay for Life.
YARD SALE

YARD SALE

BIG INSIDE
YARD SALE

High Ridge

1712 Farmer Ave

704 Vine Street

Saturday
6:30AM-2PM

Woman's Club,

Fri 8AM-6PM

Sat 8AM-2PM
2 miles West of
Aurora(Hwy 68)
Lots of Items!!
watch tor signs!
MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
1664 College

Saturday
Furniture &
clothes

Murray
Lower Level

Furniture,
household
items, clothesbaby to adults.

Saturday
8AM-Noon

rOL1 BY

R. Young & Dr. Ronnie Holman

FAM Y DENTWFRY
.0.5es 3+
T

111

LAWN
SERVICE
1111 I *di I M 1T1's • No I ON 1 It 1( Ts
(270)22'7-1812

irmr"ff,
McCUISTON
ROOF IN.
Replacement and Repair
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
ladostrIal/Commercial/Rasidential

James C. Gallimore
WWW.01011.0 NET

GARLANIii
1RENTAL
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mint Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

FREE
WOOD
AttLETS
First Come Basis No Phone C

_

111
..

4

BRUL-T

(270) 759-0890

270-293-4256

3 5

WHAT'S coR LUNCH?
Offrionr

TRAVIS
ASPHAL
Pa.ing-Sealenating
Striping
Crawl-Dirt-Sand
'IKA'.IS

8
7
4
6
2

440

Le%cl ** * *

293-8480

753-3853

Sale Begins on:
Saturday, April 5 • 9AM-2PM

8

5
2
6
9
1

32

753-1916

270-293-1924
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
GrEwt Hometown Service

All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 WhItnell Avel.

9AM-???
Lots of home cooked

6

5

i-----i

Striping

T47.11RAdi
111

Donations Accepted on:
Friday, April 4 • 10AM-6PM

9 7 2 3 6 4 1
4 6 3 8 5 1 9
8 1 5 7 2 9 3
3 5 8 2 1 7 4
7 4 6 5 9 3 8
2 9 1 6 4 8 7

Accef!inn pee

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

ON BEAc

HUMANE SOCIETY
YARD SALE
Calloway County Library
710 Main Street

1 2 7 9 8 6 5 4 3
6 3 4 1 7 5 2 8 9
5 8 9 4 3 2 6 7 1

8
4
3

to

Garage and Yard Sale Directory
BAKE SALE

,
7_
1

"If you've got it, we can store it'

Repair

Answer to previous puzzle

place

270-227-1685
Trisha Clark

Experience

Hill Appliance

Its IXise Green

64
91 1

ALL YOUR LAWN
CARE NEEDS!

*Seal coating &

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

9n the empty squares so that each row each column and each
33 box contains the seine number only once The *acuity level
of the Conixrptts SuCloiku increases from Monday to Suoclay

.45

FOR

To Plumbing
Flooring & Decks

kentuckylake
ritModelingsym
270-436-5959

SuJoisu is a number-placing putt* basecl on a 919 gno with
sevetai grven nurnberS The ootect ato place the num0ers I lc

[SUDOKU

From Drywall 8. Painting

Mowing

pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

(XI
CONSISTENCY
AD
ONLY $75.00
PER MONTH,
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
DETAILS
(270) 783-ISIS.

• weekly & special

Public Sale

ST1N Auction
Service
'ypes Auction
tenton, KY
r0-705-4859

Small Jobs Our
5

Will Do Insurance Work
Psi S MasterCatC A:cered

(270) 474-0323

Warehousing
r MSU $20-50
753-7668

Lawn Mowing

Friday, April 4, 2014 • 9

aGER&TIIIES
1001 Whimell Avenue Murray,KY
suainto-Lueminittagiribt.it

27

MURRAY, KY

I.

FEB
YOE

Ii

Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and
Murray City Schools for the week of April 7 - April II have been
released by Kady Arant. Calloway director, and April Adams.
Murray director. Menus, subject to occasional changes based on
ailability, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Milk and fruit served daily
Murray Preschool/Head Start - Breakfast: Monday - biscuit
& gravy, Tuesday - chicken biscuit. Wednesday - mini pancakes;
Thursday - breakfast pizza: Friday - french toast sticks.
Lunch: Monday - chicken nuggets, w/wg roll, mashed potatoes,
green beans: Tuesday - crispito, refried beans: Wednesday chicken sandwich, turnip greens: Thursday - turkey & cheese
sandwich, sweet potatoes; Friday - hamburger, french fries.
Murray Elementary - Breakfast: cereal and toast served
daily - Monday - pancake & sausage on a stick; Tuesday breakfast pizza. Wednesday - sausage biscuit; Thursday - mini
waffles; Friday - yogurt & teddy grahams.
Lunch: Monday - hamburger, chicken alfeedo, smiley fries,
broccoli w/ff ranch; Tuesday - crispito w/cheese, turkey & cheese
sandwich, refried beans, veggie tray w/ff ranch; Wednesday chicken nuggets w/wg roll, hot ham & cheese sandwich. mac
& cheese, green peas; Thursday .• sallsbury steak nw/wg roll,
corn dog, mashed potatos w/gravy, green beans; Friday - pizza,
chef salad, broccoli w/cheese sauce. Cirrots w/ranch
Middle - Breakfast: (toast, cereal served daily) - Monday
biscuit & gravy; Tuesday - breakfast pizza; Wednesday chicken biscuit: Thursday - mini pancakes; Friday - cherry frudel.
Lunch: Monday - crispito, chicken sandwich, refried beans,
veggie tray w/ff ranch; Tuesday - chicken nuggets w/wg roll,
hot ham & cheese sandwich, mashed potatoes, green beans;
Wednesday - spaghetti w/wg breadstick, turkey & cheese wrap,
tossed salad w/ff ranch, whole kernel corn; Thursday - pizza,
fish sandwich, california blend vegetables, carrots w/ff ranch;
Friday - hamburger, baked potatoes, broccoli & cheese sauce,
baked beans.
High - Breakfast: (toast, cereal served daily) - Monday biscuit & gravy; Tuesday - chicken biscuit; Wednesday - mini
pancakes; Thursday - breakfast pizza; Friday - french toast
sticks.
Lunch: Monday - chicken nuggets w/wg roll, hot ham &
cheese sandwich, pepperoni pasta salad, mashed potatoes
w/gravy, green beans: Tuesday - crispito w/cheese, chicken sandwich, mandarin orange salad, refried beans, tossed salad w/dressing; Wednesday- pizza, fish sandwich, pasta salad, turnip greens.
carrots wfff ranch; Thursday - Oven roasted chicken w/wg roll,
turkey & cheese wrap, chef salad, sweet potatoes. green peas;
Friday - hamburger/cheeseburger, chicken alfredo, peanut butler
& jelly sandwich, veggie tray w/ff rancch, french fries.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
ww: whole wheat, wg: whole grain, rf: reduced fat, ff: fat
free. rs reduced sugar. Milk and juice served daily. Fruit offered
daily.
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack: Monday Teddy grahams; Tuesday - cheese & crackers, Wednesday animal crackers; Thursday - muffin; Friday - apples & cheese.
Breakfast: Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - pancakes:
Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - biscuit & gravy; Friday
- cereal & toast.
Lunch: Monday - chicken & noodle, carrots; Tuesday - cheese
pizza. green beans; Wednesday - super nachos, pinto beans;
Thursday - chicken nuggets, tater tots: Friday - grilled chicken,
mac & cheese.
Elementaries (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, chef salad,
milk served daily) - Snack: Monday - cereal; Tuesday - pb&)
grahamwich; Wednesday - muffin; Thursday - carrots & dip;
Friday - pb&j.
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - pancakes;
Wednesday - pb&j grahamwich; Thursday - biscuit & gravy:
Friday - sausage pancake on a stick.
Lunch: Monday - chicken & noodles, corn dog, vegetable
bowl, blackeyed peas, corn; Tuesday -domino's pizza, bbq sandwich, tossed salad, baked beans, coleslaw; Wednesday - chicken
nuggets, pimento cheese, baby carrots, green beans, mashed
potatoes w/gravy; Thursday - cheesy crispito, grilled chicken,
tossed salad, pinto beans; Friday - sliced turkey. hamburger,
lima beans, oven fries.
Middle (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, muffins, chef salad
served daily) - Breakfast: Monday - sausage tornado wrap;
Tuesday - cini mini; Wednesday - pancake on a stick; Thursday
- biscuit & gravy; Friday - breakfast pizza.
Lunch: Monday - roasted chicken, corn dog, vegetable bowl,
green peas, whole potatoes; Tuesday - Giorgio pizza. fish sandwich, carrots, corn, tossed salad; Wednesday - cheesy crispito,
hot ham & cheese, refried beans, mexican rice, vegetable bowl;
Thursday - chicken nuggets. bbq riblett, green beans, tossed
salad, mashed potatoes & gravy; Friday - sliced turkey, cheeseburger, blackeyed peas, tater tots.
High (rs/wg cereal, wg/ww bread/toast, cheeseburgers/hamburgers/pizza. oven fries. deli sand.. vegetables, chef salads
served daily) - Breakfast: Monday - french toast sticks; Tuesday
- tornado wrap; Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - biscuit
& gravy: Friday - sausage pancake on a stick.
Lunch: Monday - chicken altredo, hot ham & cheese sandwich,
carrots & dip, mixed greens. green beans; Tuesday - super
nachos, riblett sandwich, refried beans, mexican bean salad;
Wednesday - open face turkey, fish sandwich, lima beans, vegetable bowl, corn; Thursday - chicken nuggets. hamburger, green
beans, tossed salad, mashed potatoes & gravy; Friday - bbq
pork, chicken sandwich, broccoli & cheese, vegetable bowl, mac
& cheese.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Chelsee
Thompson
was
crowned Miss Murray State
University at the Miss MSU
Pageant held on Saturday
evening. April 3.
Mabel Pickard, Ruth Cole and
Gail Stubblefield are pictured
working to prepare the family
histories for the Lynn GroveHarris Grove Family History
Book.
A reception honoring Margaret
Simmons was held on April 22.
Simmons was the former track
coach, and assistant athletic
director for academics at Murray
State University and was retiring
after 38 years of service.
The Murray High School girls'
softball team won the championship against Si. Mary's with a
score of 1-0 at the Lone Oak
Invitational on April 3.
Twenty years ago
Billy Heisse, 6, is pictured at
the annual Easter egg hunt sponsored by the downtown business
association.
Pictured are the team winners
of 1993-94 winter session
Billiard Congress of American
League: Cecil Goff, Richard
Eldridge. Mike Schroader, Larry
Rudolph, Gary Kilgore and Ron
Danner.
Thirty years ago
Lisa Howard, club historian
for the MHS Chapter of FHA
shows off the chapter's log
awarded second place at the
spring regional meeting at
Murray State University. Other
members of the log committee
are: Mandy McCarty, Gail
Johnson, Kathy Freebal, Lisa
Whitaker, Leslie Wiggins and
Lesley Thompson.
Pictured are Jessica Bybee,
daughter of Buddy and Sharon
Bybee and Stacy Orr, daughter
of Joe and Donna Orr- modeling
their Easter frocks.

Pat Geveden, from Wickliffe,
Governor of the First District of
the Kentucky Federation of
Woman's Clubs is shown in a
photo with Oneida Boyd,
President of the
Murray
Woman's Club and Ann Brooks,
First Vice President. at the general meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Forty years ago
Murray State University and
the Murray Ledger & Times are
cohosting the meeting of the
Press
West
Kentucky
Association at the Holiday Inn
and on the Murray State
University campus.
Suzanne
Shara
Orte n
Hamilton, Mike Watson, Steve
Baker, Kim Smith,Genice Potts,
Shawn
Simmons, William
Tobey. Keith Crick, Greg
Garland and Glenn Gibbs were
winners in the Science Fair at
Kirksey school. They are the
seventh and eighth grade students of Lucille Potts.
Fifty years ago
Army Pvt. Don L. Maupin,son
of Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Maupin, is
serving as a heavy equipment
specialist in Co. C of division's
12th Engineer Battalion in
Korea.
Five charter members of the
Murray Rotary Club were guests
at the club meeting at the
Murray Woman's Club House:
John McElrath, John Rowlett,
G.B. Scott, Sr., H.B. Bailey. Sr.
and Vernon Stubblefield.
Sixty years ago
Births reported was a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Fitts on March
/4.
Elected officers of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club were Mrs. Fred
Gingles, Mrs. Henry Hargis,
Mrs. Gordon Moody and Mrs.
Maurice Crass.

Pills can provide effective
Romantic night out comes
at a cost for relationship 'treatment for type 2 diabetes
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend
and I have been together for two
years. We recently spent a romantic night at a hotel, complete
with dinner. drinks -- the whole
shebang -- that he organized.
I know he was a little stressed
about money because he mentioned it. He asked if I could
out
shell
some money,
which I did,
and when the
bill came, he
asked me if
I could shell
out
some
more.

I was a little
upset
Dear Abby because 1
wasn't planning
on
By Abigail
spending that
Van Buren
much.
He
says he is going to pay me back
some of it. and now I just feel
bad. I told him I didn't enjoy
being put in that situation and
things got awkward quickly.
Now I am the one apologizing, and I feel like I ruined our
night. Am I being a brat? -NEW YORK READER
DEAR N.Y. READER: I don't
think so. If your boyfriend couldn't afford to pay for the romantic evening, he should have discussed it with you beforehand so
you wouldn't be put on the spot.
...—

DEAR ABBY: I work at an
elementary school, and I help out
during lunch, keeping order and
making sure the kids are not too
loud. Two of their moms work
here. The kids are bullies and
have no respect for adults whatsoever.
When I try to discipline them
or give them a time out, they
go to their moms and accuse me
of targeting them because they
are black. Then the moms come
to me and complain and ask me

Today In mum
.By the Associated Press
Today is Friday. April 4. the
94th day of 2014. There are 271
days left in the year.
. Today's Highlight in History:
On April 4, 168, civil rights
leader Martin Luther King Jr., 39,
was shot and killed while standing on a balcony of the Lorraine
Motel in Memphis. Tenn. (James
Earl Ray later pleaded guilty, then
spent the rest of his life claiming he'd been setup.)
On this date:
In 1818, Congress decided the
flag of the United States would
E3

011011.

DEAR ABBY: My mother-inlaw watches my four kids so I
can work outside the home. On
the off chance that she can't, she
tells me my brother7in-law will
watch them. While I appreciate
her gesture of trying to "cover
her shift," my brother-in-law is
irresponsible, suffers from severe
depression and smokes pot.
I don't want to be rude. but
I don't like her leaving my kids
with him. Is there an OK way
to tell her that, or do I need to
stop being "overprotective" and
suck it up? -- MOMMY OF
FOUR
DEAR MOMMY: It would
not be rude to tell your motherin-law that while you appreciate
her Watching your children, if for
any reason she cannot do it, you
would prefer to make your own
arrangements for who will supervise them. If she asks you why,
then be frank with her about your
concerns -- all of which are valid.
That is not being overprotective:
it is being conscientious.
Sn

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box
69440, Los Angeles, CA 90069.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I have

drugs to choose from, and ttir
often prescribe them in combina
wants to prescribe medication
non I'll discuss the more fre
Fortunately. be says I don't need quently prescribed drugs. (And
shots, just pills. What are the dif- I've put a table of these drugs
ferent pills for Type 2 diabetes'? on my website, AskDoctorK.com.)
DEAR READER: No one likes
Metfonnin (Glucophage) lowneedles, but the needles used to ers blood sugar levels mainly by
give yourself insulin are very small. reducing insulin resistance. It doesand the shots are very easy to n't stimulate the body to make
administer
more insulin. Unlike some other
But for Type diabetes drugs, metformin does
2 diabetes. it not cause weight gain, and it
is true that doesn't usually cause blood sugar
pills are often levels to drop dangerously low.
all that are Metformin can cause nausea, flatneeded.
ulence or diarrhea.
In Type 2
Sulfonylureas stimulate the pandiabetes, like creas to make more insulin. About
the less com- half of people who initially benmon Type I. efit from these drugs find that
Dr. Komaroff blood glucose they become less effective over
(sugar) levels time. Possible side effects include
By
are too high. dangerously low blood sugar. This
Dr Anthony
Type 2 dia- risk is elevated if you drink alcoKomaroff
betes occurs hol or miss a meal.
when cells don't respond approThiazolidinediones (TZDs or
priately to insulin; this is called glitazones) reduce insulin resist"insulin resistance." Every cell in ance. They work most effectiveyour body needs energy, and the lily in combination with other medglucose in your blood is an impor- ications. Glitazones have been
tant source of energy. But to pro- linked to several serious health
vide energy to a cell, glucose has problems and their use is now
to be able to get inside it.
restricted.
Insulin is a hormone made by
Alpha-glucosidase inhibitors
the pancreas, an organ inside your slow the body's digestion and
abdomen. Insulin circulates in the absorption of carbohydrates. This
blood and ushers glucose into helps limit surges in blood gluyour cells.. The insulin resistance cose that occur after meals. These
seen in Type 2 diabetes makes it drugs often cause flatulence and
hard for glucose to get inside diarrhea.
cells. As a result, glucose builds
Glinides stimulate the pancreas
up in the blood.
to secrete insulin. They act rapWhen your body sees blood idly and have a shorter duration
sugar levels rising, it makes unusu- than other drugs. As a result. they
ally high levels of insulin. This _are less likely to cause dangerhelps keep blood sugar levels ously low blood sugar.
down for a while, but ultimately
It's really nia,a big deal to!
the pancreas gets "pooped': It just take insulin. But we're fortunate;
can't make enough insulin. That's that insulin is often unnecessary
when blood sugar levels rise to because there are many effective
the point where diabetes is diag- pills for Type 2 diabetes.
nosed.
(To send questions. go to
Today's diabetes drugs address AskDoctorK.com. or write: Ask
insulin resistance, insulin produc- Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St., Sec-'
tion, or both. Doctors have rnan
ond Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

Type 2 diabetes and my doctor

Horoscope
consist of 13 red and white stripes Akron crashed in severe weather
and 20 stars, with a new star to off the New Jersey coast with the
be added for every new state of loss of 73 lives.
the Union.
In 1960, Elvis Presley recordIn 1841, President William ed "Are You Lonesome Tonight?"
Henry Harrison succumbed to in Nashville for RCA Victor.
pneumonia one month after his
In 1974. Hank Aaron of the
inaugural, beComing the first U.S. Atlanta Braves tied Babe Ruth's
chief executive to die in office.
home-run record by hitting his
In 1864, in a letter to Kett._ 714th round-tripper in Cincinnati.
tucky newspaper editor Albert G.
In 1975, more than 1.10 peoHodges. President Abraham Lin- ple. most of them children, were
coln wrote. "I claim not to have killed when a U.S. Air Force
controlled events,but confess plain- transport plane evacuating Vietly that events have controlled me." namese orphans crash-landed shortIn 1933, the Navy airship USS ly after takeoff from Saigon.
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why I'm "targeting" them.
This is causing me a lot of
stress. I can't allow them to bully
other kids, but at the same time
I don't want trouble with the parents. How can I approach this
situation without it getting more
complicated? -- SCHOOLYARD
MOM IN FLORIDA
DEAR
SCHOOLYARD
MOM: Because these women ire
preventing you from effectively
supervising the children, which
is your job, you should address
this problem with the principal
of the school.
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by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for someone who has a different demanding, as he or she seems!
point of view and. a creative, to need a lot from you. It's up to.
Saturday, April 5,2014:
If you are single, you will attract unique approach. Go along with you to decide whether this is!
someone who will notice when this person's suggestion. You manipulation. Express your irri-1
you withdraw. It might serve have thought so. much about a tation without upsetting the)
,project that you could be blind- applecart
you to become more trusting
sided and not see the obvious.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21
and open with someone you are CANCER (June
**** Others do whatever the
21-July 22)
starting to date. If you are *** Know when to kick back need lo do to get our attention.
attached, your sweetie will and ncIrria
.'
rd. A partner -You cpuld be
,
by- wh
become more dominant. Accept and/or
Uociate could goes On. Be API with you
4
each other's differences. CAN- become' usually controlling. funds. As sonl
you deal wit
You know when to say "enough." might not be on the up and up.
CER can irritate you easily.
Recognize your limits.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Pace yourself, and estab
The Stars Show the Kind of LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; **** You have an opportunity lish some much-needed bound
to make a popular decision. Do aries. What you do with a situa4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
not hesitate, and move forward. tion could impress others.
1 -Difficult
Keep others posted -- that is, if Realize that you don't need to
you want to continue this kind of start a disagreement -- you just
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
support and interaction. You are need to support yourself in what'
**** Return calls and make more direct than you realize.
you want. Be sensitive.
important decisions that sur- VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) I
round your plans. Someone you *** Pressure seems to build ***** Be playful and forth
look up to could cause a prob- quickly, and it could put you in an right in what you do. Somehow,
lem. Realize what is happening: uncomfortable situation. Be you will need to open; up to the
The other party feels threatened aware of what others think, lighter side of life. You hear so
and does not want to be domi- especially someone you need to many problems from so many
nated.
answer to. Avoid overspending.
people that you could start to
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
feel down.
*** A lot has been happening, **** Confirm plans. You PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
and you keep gaining new might need to make a long-dis- **** You'll want to accominsights. Use some of your intu- tance call or two. Someone plish more; however, a loved
itive ability with your interactions. might not be as responsive as one could be very distracting.
Listen to feedback that is head- you would like. Is this a pattern? Listen to news with an open
ing in your direction, and focus You might want to resolve the mind and a more caring attitude.
on the risks of taking action.
issue.
Do not fall prey to someone's
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
manipulation. Honor a change.
***** You're likely to attract *** A partner might be
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Crosswords
ED 1-.1S-T- I NO
THE LINES' SERIOUSLY?
OH! THAT.5
JUST THE
&ET
LINE
TO
OVER
A NUMBER
THERE
MUST
BE
THERE. IA POZEN GUY5 IN FOR THE RESTROOM.
THAT LINE. I PONT IM 1-026 FOR THAT..
KNOW IF I CAN
WAIT.

(_;1

Fl Fl
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WHAT IF LIZ BREAKS
UP WITH ME?

I CAN'T HANDLE
REJECTION

RIDICULE AND SCORN,
.,131.)1- NOT REJECTION
YOU
ALSO DO
LOATHING
WELL

ACROSS
1
6
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
22
24
25
27
29
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
40
42
43
44
45

T-shirt choice
Floats on the breeze
Football's Long
Knucklehead
Skilled
"M" star
Scottish river
Blue
Shoebox letters
Caribou's cousin
Flamenco cry
Stole stuff
Roil
Chamois' home
In particular
Lowly chessman
Senate victim
French friend
Spoil
One, for Juan
Horror star Chaney
Be inquisitive
Cattle call
Rock genre
Truck stop sights
Noted reviewer
Deal maker
Is bold
Civil wrongs

DOWN
iTJA DAVI'S

INE/105"ME
WORLDIX I Ptcor
(4./ealP46 CUT 1-0
I415 50P0TH
CAMEL

wi)
No.

WHERV5 MgMECHANIC?
1-106.1 CAN
Tki5 PLANE WITHOUT

PLy

MECHANIC

3

THEY DONT CARE
WHO THEY DRAFT
THESE DAq5!

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
17
23
24
26
27

Some eyewear
Early Ford
Maeve Binchy book
Gloss spot
Releases
Dorian Gray's creator
Hoopla
Maeve Binchy book
Reduced to shreds
Takes the helm
Llamas' cousins
Director Howard
,Saloon supply
Speaks to brusquely
Picked up stealthily

28
30
31
33
39
41
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One-celled creature
Sprinkle with oil
Perches
Fountain orders
Verb for you
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* * CIT CHAMPIONSHIP * *

MURRAY STATE 65, YALE 57

RACERS WIN CFI TITLE!
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IMPROVED
DEFENSE AND
COMPOSURE KEY•
AGAINST YALE
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
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Steve Prohm wanted to pull his hair
out last October, when his Racers
couldn't run a defensive transition drill
without help from the coaching staff.
Back then, Murray State couldn't get
out of its own way. Thursday night, in
the championship game of the
Collegelnskder.com Tournament, the
Racers sSO*cd. just how far they've
come.
MSU shot 22.7 percent from 3-point
range, hit only 14 of 21 free throws and
was outrebounded 52-40 against Yale
in the title game. Still, Murray State
found a way to persevere in a game it
would have undoubtedly lost last
November, winning 65-57.
"We are better defensively now,"
Murray State head coach Steve Prohm
said following his team's first non-Ohio
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger Valley Conference postseason tournament title. "We guarded (Yale) well, we
(Above) Lone senior Dexter Fields hoists a piece of the cut net following a 65-57 win over the Yale Bulldogs in the 2014 Collegelnsider.com
Tournament championship. Fields had one basket - fittingly a three-pointer - to put the Racers up 58-50 late in the second half. (Below) communicated and we stayed the
course. You're hght, we couldn't have
Freshman PG Cameron Payne pulled in more hardware, garnering the tournament MVP with a 26-point, six-assist and seven-rebound night.
won this game in November or early
December.
said. "We didn't do it in the OVC Tournament, so we
"Fortunately for us, it's April."
came back in the CIT and everything we did was for
The
Racers started the season 2-5,
Dexter."
and
didn't
get their first road victory
Fields walked off the floor to a standing ovation of
until Jan. 8 at Eastern Kentucky, where
4,467,and was then serenaded one final time by Racer
they moved to 3-0 in Ohio Valley
fans.
Conference play.
As he hoisted the CIT championship trophy toward
Murray State (23-11) came within a
By RICKY MARTIN
the CFSB Center raters, "Thank-you Dex-ter!"
made
free throw at Southeast Missouri
Sports Editor
echoed from the stands, sending tears down the cheek
State
from
winning a share of the OVC
of one of MSU's most beloved players.
regular season crown, finishing 13-3 in
Out of 351 schools in 33 Division 1 basketball con"I tried to keep my composure," Fields said with a
the league and garnering the No. 2 seed
ferences, only four can win its postseason finale.
smile. "It just feels great to win this championship.
in the postseason tournament.
Murray State is now one.
We worked hard for this and I just want to credit my
Eastern Kentucky upended the
Paced by a game-high 24 points from freshman Cam teammates for coming out here and laying it all on the
0
Racers in the semifinals, ending MSU's
Payne, the Racers outlasted Yale 65-57 Thursday line for me. These guys are young, they could have
hopes of an NCAA Tournament run,
night, claiming the program's first non-Ohio Valley went and left for spring break. Instead they wanted to
but Murray State Director of Athletics
Conference postseason tournament championship.
finish out and play with me, and that's something I'll
Allen Ward said he could tell there was
"This was a great accomplishment for our team,"
•see RACERS. 12
more basketball to be played.
said Payne, who earned CIT Most Valuable Player
"Losing in Nashville was not the way
honors, averaging 20.6 points per game in tournament
COLLEGEiNSIDER.COM TOURNAMENT
this team wanted to see this season
play. "From the way we started to the way we finend," he said. "I could see it on their
Quarterfinals
ished, it really couldn't have ended any better for us."
h
faces when I saw them after that EKU
Payne rounded out his night with seven rebounds,
Yale 72
game, and Steve saw it. We said,'OK,
six assists and two steals, but the night's biggest ovaVMI
let's keep this thing going, let's keep
tion came with 14 seconds left, when Murray State
y. March 27
play ing .'"
fans bid farewell to lone senior Dexter Fields for the
Semifinals
Once the decision was made to
final time.
eaday, April 1
extend the season, the Racers made
Fields scored just three points in his MSU finale, but
good on their promise to send Dexter
his triple with 2:58 left to play pushed the Racers in
hamplonship
Fields out as a champion.
front 58-50, their final margin of victory.
ursclay, April 3
"We wanted to send Des out the right way," Payne
ID See GROWTH,12
Murray State 65 Yale 57

PAYNE, RACERS BID
FAREWELL TO FIELDS
WITH CIT TITLE
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MLB

Cards take two of three from Reds
By JOE KAY
AP Baseball Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
defending National League
champions opened the season
with a lot of waiting. And a couple of wins, too.
The St. Louis Cardinals overcame another long delay and
Todd Frazier's two homers on
Thursday, holding on to beat the
Cincinnati Reds 7-6 and take

two of three in their seasonopening series.
The first pitch was delayed 3
hours, 42 minutes because of
rain. Some of the Cardinals
spent their down time by studying Cincinnati's pitchers again
and getting a little extra work in
the indoor batting cages.
"It's tough to stay mentally
into it," said Man Adams, who
had a single and a pair of doubles. "That's what we had to do

to make sure we could go out
there and perform. We're watching video and taking swings in
the cage and stretching and making sure we're ready to go."
Finally on the field, the
Cardinals emerged from their
two-game hitting slump by
knocking Homer Bailey (0-1)
out of the game in the fifth
inning.'bonny Peralta homered
to get it going.
It wasn't perfect — St. Louis

1)

stranded eight runners — bat it
was much better.
"We had a lot of opportunities
that we missed, too," manager
Mike Matheny said. "We had a
lot of guys in scoring position."
St. Louis pulled away with
three runs in the seventh, when
Matt Holliday's single off the
top of the outfield wall was
upheld by the only video review
of the series, this one initiated
See CARDS,12

Al EIFHRMAN

AP Photo

St. Louis Cardinals Jon Jay (19) Is tagged out by
Cincinnati Reds third baseman Todd Frazier.
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 7513115
Vrn Haverstock

NBA Glance
All Times EST
Thureday's Games
Oklahoma City 106, San Antonio 94
Dallas 113 LA Clippers 107
Fridara Games
Denver at Memphis 7 p m
7 pm
Toronto.
at
Indiana
Orlando at Charlotte. 7 pm
Detroit at Brooklyn 7 30 p m
Philadelphia at Boston. 730 p m
Minnesota at Miami. 7 30 pm
Cleveland at Atlanta. 7 30 pin
Washington at New YOli( 7 30 p m
Milwaukee at Chicago, 8 p m
New Orleans at Utah 9 p m
Oklahoma City at Houston 9 30 p m
Phoenix at Portland. 10 p in
Sacramento at Golden State 10 30
pm
Dallas at LA Laker's, 10 30 pm

Saturday's Games

Chicago at Washington, 7 p.m.
Brooklyn at Philadelphia 710 p.m.
Charlotte at Cleveland 7 30 p m.
Boston at Detroit 7 30 p in
Toronto at Milwaukee 8 30

p.m.

MLB Glance
All Times EST
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Thursday's Games
Chicago Cubs 3. Pittsburgh 2
Cincinnati 6
7
Louis
St
Miami 8. Colorado 5
Washington 8. N Y Mets 2
San Francisco 8 Anzona 5

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Thursday's Games

vs.

Kansas City at Detroit ppd rain
Minnesota 10. Chicago White Sox 9
Boston 4. Baltimore 3
Tampa Bay 7 Toronto 2
N Y Yankees 4, Houston 2

Minnesota at Orlando, 7 p in

MCards...

Photos by KYSER LOUGH & AUSTIN RAMSEY

•Racers...
From Page 11
always remember.
"These guys have great character. and I just can't put into
words how thankful I am to have
played with them and played for
Murray State."
The Racer's(23-11) led by one
at halftime, but an Armatii
Cooper layup just over a minute
into the second half gave Yale its
first and only lead of the night.
Murray State responded with a
9-1 run. eventually leading by as
many as 11 with 10 minutes to
play.
Every time the Racers pulled
away, however, the Bulldogs
pulled back.
Yale got within five before
Fields' three. and Prohm said he
emphasized the same things in

every media timeout during the
second half.
"We just had to keep driving
the basketball," he said. "We
were settling for threes and we
were trying to make home run
plays. Our decision making wasn't great at times, and that's
when we've struggled — when
we've missed threes and had
poor decision making.
"Fortunately this team has
grown up enough defensively
that we were able to persevere."
The Racers held Yale to just
26.0 percent shooting. which
helped overcome a I2-rebound
deficit on the glass. The
Bulldogs grabbed 25 offensive
rebounds, but had just 14 second-chance points to the Racers'
seven.
Murray State outscored Yale

while throwing 107 pitches.
Peralta hit a two-run homer in
the second off Bailey, and the
Cardinals tied it with a breakthrough hit in the fourth. Adams
doubled and came around on Jon
Jay's double, the Cardinals' first
hit with a runner in scoring position this season. Tbey had been
0 for 17. .
Jay's hit also extended his hitting streak to IS games, including the end of last season.
Holliday's first hit of the season, an RBI double, put the
Cardinals up 4-3 in the fifth.
Bailey lasted only 4 1-3 innings.
giving up seven hits, three walks
and four runs.
The Cardinals added three in
the seventh, when they loaded
the bases on a pair of walks and
Holliday's single off the top of
the wall. The ball went over
Billy Hamilton's glove and
deflected to Bruce, who caught
the ball. The umpires correctly
ruled that it a hit off the top of
the wall, and a 2-minute, 8-second review initiated by the umps
upheld the call. They wanted to
make sure the ball hadn't cleared
the wall.
Allen Craig and Yadier Molina
followed with RBI singles as St.
Louis pulled ahead 7-3.
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At the CFSB Center in Murray, Kentucky
This is an exciting new event that will showcase
all things related to the indoors and outdoors
Plus a Women's Area and Kids Zone

Admission is FREE!
The !nctoor Outdoor Expo is sponsored by:

•Growth...
From Page 11
Murray State's lone senior
couldn't have been more proud
they did.
"In November there were a lot
of bumpy roads for us," Fields
said. "We were trying to figure
out who we were, trying to find
out identity. Our success late in
the season had a lot to do with
these guys growing up and pushing through every day.
"They took the right approach
to playing in this tournament,

28-18 in the paint, and edged the
Bulldogs 12-0 on fast break baskets.
Jarvis ,Williams scored 16
points and blocked five shots —
earning his way onto the CIT
All-Tournament team — while
Jeffery Moss and T.J. Sapp each
added nine. Jonathan Fairell
grabbed a team-high nine
rebounds to go with five blocks
as well,on a night the Racers set
a school record with 14 rejections.
At the end of the night though,
none of the Racers struggles
offensively or on the glass made
cutting down the nets any less
sweet — especially for Fields.
"Never underestimate a champion," he said. "We are champions. and I'm thankful for that."

From Page 11
by the umpires.
Lance Lynn (1-0) gave up Jay
Bruce's two-run homer and
Frazier's solo shot during five
innings. Frazier added a threerun homer in the seventh that cut
it to 7-6. Trevor Rosenthal got
the last four outs for his second
save.
The series involved nearly as
much waiting as playing.
There was a 2-hour.40-minute
delay before Wednesday's game.
a 1-0 victory by Cincinnati.
Along with the delay on
Thursday, the teams wound up
waiting 6 hours, 22 minutes to
play during the two days.
As Thursday's delay stretched
on, Reds reliever Sam LeCure
tweeted: "Uncle."
"The whole series was kind of
weird with all the rain and
stuff," Frazier said. "It really put
a damper on things."
The starters had a rough time
atter the delaj,.
Lynn beat the Reds three times
last season, but couldn't get a 12-3 inning on Thursday. Bruce
and Frazier hit back-to-back
homers in the first for a 3-0 lead.
Even Bailey had a single off
Lynn, who gave up eight hits

and these guys grew every single day. We've all matured, on
and off the court."
MSU's run through the CIT
certainly won't grab national
headlines, but if and when the
Racers have success on a bigger
stage, this tournament will have
opened the curtain.
Through five games against
opponents from as far away as
Stockton. Calif.. to New Haven.
Conn.,the Racers gained experience and momentum. Thursday

night's title game was the culmination of a season-long effort to
improve, and on a night the
Racers faced their stiffest test
yet, Murray State showed the
resiliency of a champion.
"A postseason championship
is special," Prohm said. "These
guys have grown up right in
front of us, and when you think
about how far they've come and
how far they can still go, that's
special."
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Easy-To-Handle Design At
Easy-To-Handle Prices
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www.toro.tont

0% Monthly
Interest for 48

TimeCutter ss

Starting at
2499
• 3-in-1 cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

(270) 75.;
(S00) 107
MURRAY HOME & AUTO INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

-

MURRAY

27O-753-2571
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SILVERADO

See dealer or toro com (loro ca for Canadian reorients)for warranty *Loris
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